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Monica Wells, Health and Human Services Chair seen with 
reelected Greek Senator Dan _Fasciano.(Bryan Alexander photo) 
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Assault reports 
turn up empty; 
By Mary Tamer 
The fraternity Alpha Tau 
Omega was searched twice Sat-
urday night after Durham Police 
.r~ceived two anonymous phone 
c.ills, from a female who said a 
sexual assault was going on in 
one of the upper floors. 
According to a police spokes-
man, nothing was found to 
indicate an · assault on either 
search, but the investigation is 
· open pending new leads. 
- The spokesman said the first 
call was made at 12:01 a.m., with _ 
the second .one following less 
than an hour later. Both times, . 
a female caller reported that a 
sexual assault was occuring on 
an upper floor at A TO. Two 
officers were sent to investigate 
each call arid found nothing 
during the individual room -
searches to substantiate the 
i 
callet' s claims. 
A TO President Gary Stout 
;issisted the officers on both 
searches and was described by 
the poli~e as being very coop-
. erative. Stout said he was con-
fident the calls were a. hoax, but 
assisted the police on the search 
to check things out. 
''Something like that would 
never happen at this house," 
he (Stout) added that he would 
be looking into the source of th-e 
calls. 
Tti~ police spokesman said 
.they had no idea where the calls 
came from, but the case is still 
open. 
"We don't have a victim right 
now. We went to where it was 
alledgedly occuring and there 
was nothing occuring," said the 
spokesman. 
Police searched ATO Friday night after phone tips-alleged 
a sexual· assault in progt:e$$,;JlQ'~Yi.den~e .was, fQu_nd. (File :Photo) 
Senate rethinks alcohOl 
By, Kathleen Healy 
Students who feel stifled by 
current UNH drug and alcohol 
rules should be awa_re that these 
policies will grow m?re string-
ent if a new resolut10n passes 
at next Sunday's Student Senate 
meeting. 
The Student Senate tabled a 
vote on the resolution until next 
week in order give all senators 
time to review it and formulate 
questions throughout the wee~. 
The decision to table the bill 
· came after strong reactions and 
much discussion, ·despite an 
immediate request io stall the 
vote by Monica Wells, Health 
and Human Services committee 
chairperson and co-sponso_r of 
the resolution. 
Wells introduced the resolu-
. tion by saying, "What's in the 
rule book right now is unclear 
and some of it is unenforceable. 
.. . We're trying to make it more 
consistent." 
Al~ohol use requirements 
outlined in the resolution which, 
if passed, will "apply to any 
party or other event held by a 
University living complex, stu-
dent orginization, individual, 
or group at which alcoholic 
beverages are served" are as 
follows: 
• No University funds or fees 
collected by the University may 
be used to purchase alcoholic · 
beverages. _ 
• There can be' no mention of 
or reference to alcohol use in 
any publicity regarding the 
event. 
• Non-·alcoholic beverages and 
food will be readily available. 
The ~upply must last at least 
as long as the supply of alcoholic 
beverages. -
• Unregulated dispensing of 
alcoholic beverages is prohibit-
ed. All alcoholic beverages must 
be served by responsible persons 
who are 18 or older. 
•No one under the age of 21 
is allowed to enter the premises 
unless accompanied by a parent 
or guardian. 
• Alcoholic beverages ca-nnot_ 
be served after 1 :00 a.m. 
• Any living complex or ot_her 
student orginization wishing · 
to sponsor ·or.co-sponsor such 
events must submit a copy of 
the University rights and rules 
on Alcohol and Drug Use. It 
must be signed by executive 
members at the begining of the 
academic year, or time of recog-
nition and must be approv.ed 
by the Dean of Students in orde'r 
to insure understanding and 
compliance. _ ·--
Although this resolution was 
intended to cfarify existing rules 
on drug and alcohol use, Senator 
Michael Keating asked for furth-
er clarifications and definitions 
regarding some of the wording 
such as '_University commi'inity ;' 
.RESOLUTION a e 5 
~hi Mu Sisters were seen rocking in the MUB on Thursday to raise money' for the Children's 
Miracle Network. See related story page 12. (Carbery O'Br~~n phoro) 
Pressure fizzles 
out Little Sisters 
By Rich Kelley 
The existence of the Little 
Sisters program is in jeopardy 
due to the ,fa~t that the Inter- -
Fraternity Council (IFC) and 
the national off ices of frater-
nities on campus, continue to 
advise for the breakup of these 
groups due to problems with 
liability. 
The Little Sisters program 
is an association designed to 
allow women .on campus to 
become involved with frater-
nities. i.. 
While members of the admin-
istration were not available for 
r, 
comment, Mike Fish, Little 
Sister coordinator for Alpha 
Gamma Rho fraternity, said he 
believes the administration, 
especially IFC, "took action 
first" before getting to under-
stand the purpose of Little Sister 
organizations. Fish said that he 
believes AGR's program is the . 
strongest on campus and that 
the girls "work hard, support 
us in efforts of the brotherhood .: 
and help in philanthropic en-
deavores." 
Fish stated that AGR's advi-
LIL' SIS, page 13 
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Bathroom scrubbing 401, more than a gut course 
By Susan Flynn 
It is 9:30 a.m. on a Monday 
morning and I enter Williamson 
hall. I'm a little nervous. For 
a.: moment, l wish i wasp't a 
college student. I wish I hadn't· 
worn Tretorns. I'm a little 
ashari:l'(!_d. I glance at the trash 
in the hallway. Will I have to 
than back down. A woman buildings he~ hous,es, her ha-
reading an Avon catalogue looks throoms, her toilet paper. I 
up. She smiles. laugh inside. we· open the 
· "Are you Susan?" she stands storage closer .. On the door is 
up and points to a chair. · a poster of a monkee asking,"So 
-, 
Finally the sink looks white. 
A tall guy, sort of cute, in a 
maroon teri -cloth robe walks 
in. · He starts to brush his teeth. 
I pretended my spray bottle is 
broken. I don't want to look into 
his eyes. I want to laugh and tell 
him I am doing this · for a class. 
We could then talk about pre-
registration or a college thing. 
He spits. My sink. I give him 
but I am brave and I return.- r 
· The shower curtain is yellow, 
and old, and thin. I glance at the 
shower. I see the outlines of a 
body. I am -~~barrassed again. 
I wipe the sinks, and grab the-
pick that up? . · · 
l find 'the room with 'l,A 
· written on the door. J hesitate; 
I arp ernbarrased, but I open it: 
· Lisa Muc;lgett has been with , you think this job's fun?" I h,rng 
the UNH housekeeping depart- up my co.at. I feel funny. She 
ment for two years. 'Today one hands me twfl garbage bags, two 
woman called in sick. It's not spray bottles of disinfectant and 
unusual. She has to clean all six a hard_ yellow sponge. I have -
mini-dorms, 36 bathrooms. She nowhere to put my notebook. 
makes $4.95 an hour. Students One disinfectant is only for-
. hired by Resi-life in the summer showers. Seconds later I forget 
ma_ke $5.50. Today I am going which is which. I walk into one 
to help. I am ready to clean. I bat.hroom.- It is co-ed. I squirt • 
.a dirty look. He leaves. I wash 
. trash. I leave gum sticking to 
the bottom of the barrel. No 
time. No more nudity for tqis 
cleaning person to.day. 
. Lisa and !walk through the 
· lounge. Someone screams, 
"What the f---?" into the phorie. 
Idiot, Lisa looks like a mother. 
What if she was my mother? I 
feel bad she had to hear that boy 
the sink again. . . . 
Three people are sitting around 
a small room that smells of 
bleach. A slightly overweight 
woman is _ eating a Twinkie. A 
grey-haired man glances up and . 
have on sweatpants. ,.__ the bottle seven times and than 
I find Lisa in the other ba-
throom on her knees scrubbing 
the shower floor. I had managed 
to wiped the shower, about two 
times. She really ·cares, and 'well 
I .really don't. I feel like a heal. 
The showers scares me~ I am 
afraid of what I can catch.' The 
students will get by: I never call 
them my showers, like Lisa does. 
Woodruff house is our first start to scrub. Tspray too much 
stop. -Li _ sa keeps ~alling the and can't get rid-of the suds. 
swear. .. 
Lisa leaves me to· find more 
spray bottles._JJeari against a 
couch in the kmnge and watched 
"(:ard Sharks." One guy ap-
proaches · me. · Tha~k God I did 
look like a student. I don't look 
as bad as l 'tho~ght. No one 
really thinks lam a cleaning 
lady. 
I ask Lisa about diseases, and 
if she ever worried~The staff 
· is going to a meeting on AIDS 
tommorrow. She doesri't think 
about them a lot. .. 
"If I did, I would drive my-self 
crazy," said Lisa. "I wouldn't 
be able to work here: You just _ 
do your thing." 
The next dorm, six m,ore dirty : 
bathrooms. I feel badly for Lisa. 
This job is no fun. She rteve-r 
complains about her job. Actu-
ally she is happy when she talks 
of the dor'rns. She smiles a lot 
and talks of her two children, 
7 months and three years. 
- I walk into one bathroom. I 
forget to knock. Actually it never 
occurrs to me to knock. So I see 
a very white behind jump be-
hind 'the shower curtain. I run · 
. -to Li~a. I am embarassed. I lalil-gh. 
"Can I snag a few garbage 
bags out of the closet?" a blonde 
dude with eight friendship 
bracelets and an Ocean Pacific 
t-shirt asks. 
I was taken back, "Yeah.' '. I 
feel like a loser. · ' 
The next bathroom is a mess. 
. Someone has dumped-macarqni 
& cheese into-~ the sink. In 
another sink someorie has cut 
their hair, a lot of dark stringy 
· hair, that I do not want to touch. 
I spray. It doesn't go away. I wipe 
Nightmares like this are common for the cleaning staff at UNH. Just think about that .. r(File: 
Photo) ' _· _ · - . _ · · 
She laughs. I feel like'! ~as 
. teJling the story t,o .one of my 
roommates. She tells me to go 
back if I want. I don't want to, 
-it with the sponge, and. therr 
aga.in. It is not fun. · . -
. Every bathroom, I dread the 
the same thing. I leave them for 
last, the toilets. No bathroom 
I hit has more than two of these 
po:rcelain things.· I thin-le .of 
bathrooms in Stoke. I think of 
CLEANING, page 16 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
Deaf woman given sent• 
ence 
· A deaf woman convicted of buglarizing the home 
of another deaf woman ·who testified that she was 
beaten and threatened in sign language has been 
sentenced to five years probation, said authorities . 
Sunday. 
The attacker, Karen Hester, was convicted of 
being one of three masked women who broke into 
the' home of the victim, beat her, and threatened 
· her in sign language. The victim testified that s~e 
recognized Hester because of the way she used certam 
, hand signs. · · 
The judge of the case chose not to sentence Hester 
to prison because of her previously clean record 
a,nd her disability. · 
Arms treaty clarified 
Th~ Soviet Union told the United States that 
the pending medium-to-short ra:nge nucle~r.weapo1:1s 
treaty bans futuristic weapons, officials said 
Jackson · toses chance to 
speak to Jewish voters 
Rev. Jesse J.1;c:kson passed up an opportunity to . 
speak with Jewish leaders by turning down an 
invitation in New York; sai~ political observers. 
Jackson's decision not to meet with the leaders 
was seen by many as a strategic error in his campaign 
for the presidency. "A big mistake," a. Dukakis 
advisor said. "That audience may be suspicious and 
mistrusting, but they pride themselves on being 
open." · · _ . _ · 
"I_ think it's stupid, given_ the kind of healing 
campaign he·'s running,''. said Steve Engelberg, a 
lawyer who served as advjsor to Walter Mondale. 
"This was an opportunity for him to clarify and r 
change his past positions," said Malcolm Hoenlein, 
executive director of the Conference of :Presidents. 
· Jackson has a low amount of support from the 
Jewish community because of his position supporting 
Palestine, arid because of apast remark in which 
he described NewYork as "Hymietown." 
yesterday. . . .· -- 2000 d · f. • 
Many nuclear missles destroy their targets by . pOUD S O SDOW-- ID 
laser beams or other futuristic means, instead of f - f . •t J ? 
exploding simple warheads .. The_ Senate Armed rozen .rUI pU p. 
Services Committee complarned rn a report last 
month' that the treaty was unclea_t as to whether 
. -it' banned these ne,w types of exotic weapons. 
The Democratic majority _ leider, Robert C. Byrd, 
has called this a key issue and said that he would 
not permit the treaty to come to the Senate floor 
until the question was resolved. . · . 
The Soviet statement deai:ed doubts m the mmds 
. of U.S. officials and appears to have :emo~ed an 
important obstacle in the Senate's swift approval 
of the treaty · 
In Port Everglades, Florida, the Customs Service 
has announced the seizure of more than a ton of 
cocaine hidden in frozen fruit pulp imported from 
Ecuador. · 
Last Wednesday, suspicious customs agents 
opened several plastic containers of the pulp and 
found a· ten pound package of cocaine hidden inside 
of one. The shipment was put under surveillance. 
The next day two men seen unloading the 
containers were arr~sted on smuggling charges. 
13reach foun·d in classi-
fied U.S. computers 
A unidentified West German used communication~--
. networks to secretly gain access to more than 30 
U.S. military computer systems in a two year period, 
reported security experts yesterday. 
The intruder, whose motives are uncertain,. - · 
searched for dat11· on n~ear weapons, intelligence 
satillites, Strategic Defense Initiative, and the space 
shuttle. Officials s~id that the intruder did not gain 
access to any classi(ied information, nor did he 
successfully break into a secure computer where 
the classified data was stored. 
, Computer security experts were alarmed because 
of-the widespread nature of the break-ins. They 
said that during the two year period the intruder 
tried to gain access to nearly 450 computers. 
In an effort to help Afghanistan drive Sov~et 
forces from their country, the U.S. has led a ma~sive 
effort to supply Afghan guerillas with weapons 
and artillery. The operation, one of the largest ever 
mounted by the Central Intelligence Age~cy, is 
· being helped by China and many Moslem nat10ns 
Comparatively speaking, the military support 
· for Afghanists,n dwarfs American assistan:e to 
Nicaragua; One of the main ~easons why ~menc_ans 
have h@ard so little about this federal aid is because 
the passage of the assistance received virtually no 
opposition in Congress . _ . 
· Arming the Af gh,11:1 !];uenllas 4.-t5 cost t?e U mted 
States more than $2 billion over t~ past e;.ght years, 
although the precise amouq.ts are kept secret because 
the operation is not officially acknowledged by 
Washington. · · 
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A little reminder to vote next Thursday in the SBP SBVP 
electio_ns.(Peter Tamposi photo) · · 
Late night munchers have beeri the main dr~w at Stillings new Wildcatessen, 
. Stillings snack bar a success · 
By Mark Grundstrom 
The six week old Wildca-
tessen on the first floor of 
Stillings Hall has been Surpris-
. ingly succ;essh;il so far, according 
to Darrell Moser, a manager at 
the dining establishment. · 
"Business· has been very good 
and surprisingly steady. I have 
noticed a loyal clientele and 
those customers seem pleased -
with our service," said Moser. 
"Since the day th~ business · 
got started, we have committed 
ourselves to the philosophy of 
whatever the students want, we 
will try to provide it ... we're 
willing to try anything," he said. 
· So far; the Wildcatessen ha~ 
added daily luncheon specials, 
a wider range of ice creams, · 
juices and sodas and more 
bakery items. Accordi_ng to 
Moser, the bakery items haye 
consistently been the best 
selltrs, since the products are 
-always fresh and there· is a wide 
range of items to choose from. 
The W ildcatessen also offers 
grocery items, from cookies to 
peanut butter, 3:nd a variety of 
pizzas, sandwiches and calzone. 
"The majority of our business: 
is during the nighttime, from · 
9 p.m. to 12 a.m. Although lately 
. there has been increasing bus-
iness in the afternoon, . .I think 
word is getting around," sa.id 
Moser. 
"~ight now, the majority of 
our business is to go. I believe 
many students find it conve-
nient ro call, order and then pick 
up the ,fooct ... we're here to give 
the students · what they wam/ 
he said. 
According to Moser, . there is 
_a round table discussion put on 
. by the Student Food committee . 
'every Wednesday at 5 p.m. 
The~e open meetings give the 
students a chance to voice their 
grievances or suggest new ideas 
for products. These meetings 
are helpful ,for both the dining 
halls and the Wild<;:atessen, said 
Moser. . 
Moser said he hopes to estab::_ 
lish new business hours 'during 
the summer in order to accom-
o·da te the conference crowds. 
At the moment, the .Wildca-
tessen is open Monday thru. 
Friday, 11 a.m. to midnight and . 
on Sundays, 7 p.m. to midnight. 
WONH rriitrathon · 
f?ri~gsin money 
By Chris Paulson 
Last week WUNH radio sta-
tion saved students approxi-
mately $27,000 from their Stu-
dent Activity Fee .gs it held its 
annual fund raising marathon. 
The event collected $15,344 in 
pledges and another $12,000 in 
c~sh according to Laura Trace, 
general manager of WUNH. 
The figures were surprising 
and impressive, said Trace. 
'"That's quite a fantastic figure," · 
she said. · 
For five years the radio sta-
tion has set aside a week in April 
to hold its marathon. The first 
year the station earned $600 and 
each succesive year this amount 
has increased. La.st year's pledge 
increased from $13,000 to this 
/expenses. Trace said the money 
instead goes to a capital im-
provements fund which can be 
drawn from in the future. 
"The money doesn't go 
straight toward expenses." 
· Trace said. "The money is saved 
until w~ need it for something 
important, like r<:pl-acing a 
transmitter." 
Trace said the budget for . the 
rad_jo st;ition is funded by the 
Student Activ,ity Fee. Money 
donated by this year's marathon 
will be used for students in the 
future. Students are not aware 
of this fact when they are . 
donating, Trace said. 
"It's kind of a sticky situa-
tion," she said. 
WUNH -sponsored a fund-raising marathon to . defray SAF costs, raising $27,000. 
year's $15,344, said Trace. 
Money earned during the 
marathon does not go towards 
covering the statio12~ i~mediate 
The mara~hon began Easter · 
weekend with six local bands 
playing a nonprofit concert in 
Two UNH students 
face DWI charges· 
By Bryan Alexander , Troy was later released on 
Two students were picked µp personal recognizanc_e bail. 
by Durham Police this weekend Christine S. Tully, 20, a junior 
and charged with driving while in liberal arts and sciences, ·was 
intoxicated, according to a police stopped early Sunday morning 
spokesman. at the corner of Main Street and 
The· first incident occured Mill Road and charged with 
; early Friday morning when DWI. She too was released on 
police stopped Matthew Troy, PR bail. 
19, a Thompson School fresh- ])oth will be facing their 
man, on Route 108 for a moving charges on May 10 in Durham 
violation. He was taken into District Court. 
custody and charged with DWI. 
WUNH, page 13 
Look for T-shirts advertising "condom sense" as part ·of AIDS awareness week. (DebbieHopkin 
photo) · . . · - - - - _ · / _. 
. I; 
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ON THE SPOT 
Do you feel that 1 the U.S. should ha Ve. destroyed-2 ··. 
·Iranian oil platforms in retaliationfor the min~ · 
damage a U.S. ship incurred? · · 
"Basically I don't think 
we should be there. It seems 
the U.S. has their nose in 
everybody's business with-





_nif they feel they have the 
right to mine international 
waters, we have the right 






UYes, anybody that tries 
. to kick our-butt deserves 
to get 2 oil platforms des-
troyed. It'll teach th.em n.ot . 




''Yes, as long as they had 
evidence that support~d the , . 
strike." 





I , ! • 
DEBATE' 
Thursday, April 21 
.. . J . 




· Hear ,the candio" 
debate the issues 
that .affect YOUR 
future. 
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By Jessica Standish 
The Committee on Centr'al 
America is still receiving money 
from the Artists Responding 
To El Salvador (AR TES) 'art _ 
sale . .The e'7ent took place last 
Tuesday and Wednesday and has 
raised 700 dollars to date. 
This art sale sponsored by 
COCA ( through the sub-group 
(AR TES) consisted of per-
formers, oil paintings, function-
al pottery, and three-
dimensional sculpture. Most of 
. the art work was submitted by 
students of UNH. 
· The money will be donated 
ro the University of El Salvadoi: 
which has been seriously dam-
aged through atta"cks fro"m the 
government, leaving the stu-
dents to attend classes in tents 
and yards ." The g_overnment 
believes the university is sup-
porting· the left-wing Farabundo 
Marti National Liberation Front 
(FMLN) -which is currently 
· opposing the governm~rit. 
·According · t9 the General 
Association of Salvadoran Uni-. ' : . 
RESOLUTION 
(continued from page 1) 
'group,' and 'unregulated dis-
pensing of alcoholic beverages.~ 
Senator Mark Hamilton then 
requested an explanation of 
certain policies in relation to 
the Kilimanjaro's (MUB enter-
tainment facility) proposal 
which was scheduled .for pres-
- entation later in the _meeting. 
Policies questioned included 
funding, advertising, and de-
termining exactly who is al--
lpwed to attend institutions 
Serving alcoholic be,verages. 
Co-sponsors Micheal Keating 
and Patrick Sweeney and Dean 
J. Gregg Sanborn addressed 
these questions. . 
The regulation on funding 
which sta_tes that University ,· 
funds cannot be used to purch~se i 
alcohol was clarified by Dean 
J. Gregg Sanborn when he said, 
"Funds to cover cost of alcohol . 
~ust be .covered by money 
generated by the sale of alcohol, 
not by University funds." 
. When Keating questioned the 
possibility of promoting a Bud 1, 
Night in Kilimanjaro's Wells 
. said,"it promotes ir'i-esponsil:,le _ · 
drinking." · 
versity Students (AGEUS), t:he 
university is the only means of 
higher ed,ucation available co 
the Salvadorans, which by na- .. 
ture pushes for social change. 
slow on Tuesday, the per-
. formers began io draw a crowd 
that evening. "Who Knows," 
a l9cal band, was a main attrac-
tion while "The Source" also 
"The money raised for UES 
is going to aid in buying supplies 
which we take for granted," said 
Damon Douglas, a member of 
COCA. "(It is going to) things 
like: roofs over· their classrooms, 
chalk and paper. 
He said that door-to-door 
collecting in the Durham area 
went well, raising about two-
hundred dollars on its own. 
"We were happy to find some 
people had already heard of the 
problems UES is having," said 
Douglas. "Even though it hasn't 
been in the mainstream press." 
T .,.shirrs will be sold in the 
MUB on Friday April 22nd co 
raise additional money, accord-
iflg to COCA member Jonathan 
Garthwaite. He said the goal 
of AR TES (and COCA) is to · 
raise at least a thousand dollars 
by the end of the semester. 
Although the sale . started 
brought many people in. 
The reaction of the students 
. was positive. "It was great that 
they finally gqt to do something 
to raise money and make people 
aware," said Marcus Cane, a 
freshman philosophy major. 
The members of AR TES ·are 
happy with the results, accord-
ing _to Garthwaite. 
UNH has raised more money 
than any other campus across 
the nation said Randy- Sparti-
chino, a member of COCA. He 
commended UNH students and 
the community for their par-
ticipation. 
"The response to our fond 
raising drive was overwhelm-
. ing," said Spartichino. "The 
support of the university and 
community was empowering 
and legion are those here who 
are concerned with peace and 




EARN EXTRA INCOME OR· 
land a good summer job 
GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT 
. MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL IT'S . 
EASY AND .FUN .. TEL. (603) 659 - 3718 . 
MASTER 
CALL BARTENDER SCHOOL OR WRITE ............................................ , .... uu 
. TODAY - 84 Ma.In Street . 
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CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO -; 1 
· THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
·. TUESDAY, APRIL 19 · ~ 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES .:....:_ "Realis_m," Barbara 
T. Cooper, French and Italian'. Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE-:- Granite State Room, MUB, 
noon to 5 p.m. , 
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES...:_ John Rogers, Lecture 
Recital, Electronic Music, University Art Galleries, Paul 
Arts, noon and 7 p.m. · · · 
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK- Livin_g With AIDS: A Personal 
Account - David Reed. Room 219, Barton Hall, 1-2:30 p.m. 
and Room 4, Horton, 7 :.30-8:30 p.m. . 
PANEL DISCUSSION - "Which Way-South Africa?" A 
discussion chaired by Dr. Wheeler? History_ De_Rt. with foreign 
· students affected by South African policy. Senate Room, 
M_UB, 12:40-2 p.m. · . 
FILM - "Threads.!' Film and discussion on ·nuclear war. 
TV Lounge, Stoke Hall, 7 p.m. , 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20 
BOOK AND LOST AND EOUND SALE -The English 
_Dept .. will have a sale to ~enefit t~e Lindberg_Scho~~rship -
Fund m the Foyer of Hamilton Smith from 10 a.rn. to noon 
and 2-4 p.m. . · . · , 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, 
noon to 5 p.m. · 
PROFESSORIAL TALK - Professor Chamberlin wiHspeak 
on his research in electromagnetics. Room M227, Kingsbury, 
noon. 
AFGHAN REFUGEE SPEAKS - Abdul Shams, the author · 
o.f In CCJ!d Blood will tell his chilling story of the Soviet 
subversion of Afghanistan. He was imprisoned by_ the 
Communi.sts but escaped to tell his story. Senate Room, MUB, 
~ p.m., all welcome. . · 
STUDENT ACTIVITY AWARENESS· DAY - A- function 
where campus activities and dubs 'will be on hand to present 
information regarding.their respective organizations.·Strafford 
Room MUB, noon to 3:30 p.m. 
COLLOQUIUM - "Perestroika and f:Iuman Rights in the 
Contem_Rorary USSR," Dr. Valery Kalensky, Russian Research 
Center, Harv-ard- University. Grafton Room, MUB,, 4 p.m. 
Open to"'all. (Note this was rescheduled from 4/ 13) 
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK - "The Facts About AIDS," ., 
Dr. Paul Skolnik, M.D., Infectious-Disease Fellow, Massa-
ch~setts General Hospital, and a panel of experts. Room . 
4, Horton, 7:30 - 9:00 p:m. · ... 
THURSDAY, APRIL 21 
, AIDS AWARENESS WEEK ~ Combatting Homophobia , 
in the Age of AIDS -.Leade~ship vaining workshop. Conference . 
Room, Health ServICes Center, 9 .. a.m. to noon. · 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, 
no_on to 5 p.m. 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES -· Poetry Reading 
- Mekeel McBride, Rollan.de Merz and Chris Wagner. Paul 
Arts Center, noon. .· .·· · 
· (Observe deadlines on proper forms) . _ · 1 
WhenKeatingcomparedpos- - ..... __ , 
"' LUNCH BOX VIDEOS ~ - W~rking In The Theater -
sible Kilimanjaro's advertising ------ ·---· ----
- Am~rican Theater Wing Seminar, "Working In The Theater: 
- "/.'• . ,;, .. ·~ . 
to downtown advertising, Wells -MUSO FILM - "Fatal Attraction." Strafford
 Room, MUB, !he Playwright/Director," Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts,
 
said, •:we cannot regulate what 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. 
· 12:30 p.m. · 
happens downtown." 
The final regulation which FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - The Hampsh
ire Consort, AIDS AWARENESS WEEK - HomoP.hobia and AIDS, by . 
concerned Keating stated that Music of the Age of Exploration. Bratton Re
cital Hall, Paul Kathy O'Bear. Forum Room, Dimond Library, 1_2:30 - 2 p.m
. 
no one under the age of 21 is Arts, 8 p.m. 
and 7:30 - 9 p.m. 1 . · 
allowed to enter premises where - S . 
PRES. E.NTATION/DISCU"'SION· - "Challe·nges and o· -p- -
alcohol is being served unless MUB PUB - Now ound ~xpress: CANCELL
ED u Hi: 
accompanied' by a parent or 
Mrtu_nites for Arabusraeli Peace," by Dr. Voll, !Story Dept., 
guardian. Wells said anyone . FRIDAY, APRIL 22 
emma~k Room, UB 12:40 - 2 p.m. . . . 
over 21 could be considered a EAR TH DAY CELEBRATION - Informa
tion on envir- BASEBALL - vs. Lowell-2, 1 p.m. 
guardiaQ.. onmental issues and local environmental gr
oups. Kick off , 
The Kilimanjaro's bill never campus can recycling - bring your cans to the
 Merrimack EAR TH DAY CELEBRATION - Litter pick up walk, 1., 
made it to the floot, however, Room, MUB, 10 a.m. tb 3 p.m. 
2 p.m. Meet at T-Hallflagpole. · . 
because quorum was lost at 
, 10:00 p.m. At this time, there DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE -:- Granite State Room, M
UB, WRITERS SERIES LECTURE-'- Professor Warner Berthoff, 
_ wt;re no longet a majority of noon to 5 p.m. 
Harvard University, will speak on "The People's Author: 
Attempting to find Mr. Mark.Twain." Room 214, Hamilton 
senators present, and no vote FILM AND DISCUSSION - "Central Am
erica - Making Smith, 1-2 p.m. · · · -
could be taken. the News." Discussion led by Dr. Sitkoff, Histo
ry Dept. Senate 
Speaker Dennis O'Connell Room, MUB, 12:40 to 2 p.m. · 
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - B'ill Stine, John Liber 
was annoyed by the loss of 
& Vic Benassi, Psychology, UNH. "The Use o(Electronic::: 
quorum, which he said happens CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER'S 25TH AN
NIVERSARY Media i~ Teaching Psycho1ogy." Room 101, Conant. 4 p.m. · 
too often. He said, "this repres- - CSO is having a coffeehouse and dance, 7
-11 p.m., free, 
ents extreme injustice by the everyon,e is ' invited. Information: 862-1310. 
,- GREEK COOKS ON CAMPUS DINNER - HA Feast Fit 
members of the Student Senate 
for the Last Emperor of China," by K~n Hom, one o.f the 
to those individuals who at- · UNIVERSITY THEATER - "Mother Co
urage and Her greatest auth_or_itie_s on Chi_~ese cooking. Faculty, staff and 
tended to discuss the AIDS Children." by Bertolt Brecht. Directed by T
ony Dushner. general public rnv1ted to drne between 6;30 and 7:15 p.m.
 
J0hnson Theater, \Paul Arts, 8 p.m., students $3, ge-neral at Huddleston
 Hall and meet Hom. Tickets are $12 per person. 
execu~~ve statement and proce- $5. 
· Reservations/information: Dining Services~ 2583. · 
<lures. 
·· 
He apologized to Dr. Patter- UNH OBSERVATORY - The M81 and M
82 galaxies, . EARTH .DAY CELEGRATiON-:-- "Eyes in the Landscape." .
 
son who was to present the Beehive Cluster, globular cluster MS 3, and
 Ursa Major -- A celebration of the earth in light and sound. A journey through
 
resolution. Proposals concern- . the Big Dipper will be visible. Building locate
d in field wes,t the land-scapes of North America through the eyes of 2
 
ing· legal services, the shuttle of Fiela House (not heated) will be open 9-11 
p.m. if evening ' mountaineers/ photog.r~phers. Richards Auditorium, Murk
- . 
as well as Kilimanjaro's were _ is notcloudy,FreeAdmission. Information: 862
-1950. land, 7 p.m.,J~~~,donat10ns accepted. . _ -
. 
also pushed -to-next-week ~• >; ,c S. '.'.:'",  .:'~.:-~ -::-., -=-.. -. --~ --• ---- -=---.-:-~-..-,..-,c-.,.-..,_-_.-.-.. _~-,-._- ,- ,-~-... - .- - -~---,. -:-. -... -.c--., -., -,.-~--~-
~-.. -.,.,-,,..,.., .• - .-, ~- ... -,.,,-,,.-.• -. ~--.. - ,- ~- , .-._-.. ,,.--., ,-~ -~"'---.-.,,-,, ..;..,  ..:..~-. ...... ,,-,,,-c,.-4-,...-"'- ~-~--.,- .,- _- L,.... • - ,.-. _-.. ,_-. -.,. -.... -.,, -_,.._ -,..-.,





ENGLISH MAJORS ADVISING: All English 
faculty will be available for pre-registration advising . 
. Wednesday, April 20, Hamilton Smith, 3-4 p.in. 
CAREER 
JOB SEARCH SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by 
. Career Planning and Placement. Drop-In for a 
. weekly group session designed to al low people 
to share concerns, frustrations, & support over 
theirjob searches. Tuesdays, Room 203, Huddleston 
_ H_all, 4:30-5:30 p.m., during the month _of April. 
SlJMMER . WORI~ OPPORTUNITIES: Sponsored 
by Career :elanning & Placement. Information 
session for independent and motivated students. 
looking for a chance to save over $4,00(), travel, 
and gain vafoable experience : n communications 
and business'. Open to Sophomores, Juniors, and 
- Seniors. Tuesday, April 19, Notch Room, MUB 
. a-nd Room 206, Hamilton Smith, 4-7 p.m; 
GENERAL 
' . 
PROTESTANT FELLOWSHIP STUDY: Bible 
study on minor prophets of the Old Testament. 
Wednesdays, Waysmeet, 15 Mill Road, 7-8 p.m. 
I.S:f:S. (INCEST SURVIVORS IN SISTER{-IOOD): 
· A sharing discussion for survivors of i0cest (no" 
abusers). Call Lesley at 868sl373 after 7 p.m. for 
more information. Every Thursday, Non-
Traditional Student Center, Pettee Hou_se, 4-5 p.m. 
PIZZA LUNCH: Share a MUB pizza with otl:ier 
non_-traditional students ($1 per slice, beverages 
available) on Fridays, Non-Traditional Student 
Center, Pertee House, noon to 2 p.m. 
FALL HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-:UP: Sponsored 
by Animal Science Dept. Ansc 402 prior-ity sign-
up; April 19, 5-7. Sign-up: April 20, 8 a.m., open 
to majors and non-majors, Light Horse Classroom, 
Horse Barns. · 
EFFECTIVE CHILDREARING: Do you have 
questions or· concerns about effective methods of 
· disciplining children? Do you know ways of 
motivating children? Discuss insights and expe-
riences with. those who s~are one common goal: 
To raise children effectively. Thursday, April 21, 
Non-Traditional Student Center, 2nd Floor Pertee 
House, 12:30 to 2 p.m. · · 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE NOTABLES, RING IN 
'THE SPRING CONCERT: Concert with their 
guests "After 5," an alumni NH Gentlemen vocal 
group, The Tufts Amalgamates of Tufts University, 
and The ATO Singers of UNH. Saturday, April 
2t Ricjiards Auditorium, Room -110, Murkland, . 
8 P:m., students $3, general $4. R~ception following, 
HANDICAPPED AWARENESS WEEK: April 
25,-29 -- The week will include: Tuesday -
Wheelchair Tours, MUB; Thursday - Film Festival, 
B~lknap Room, MUB; Friday - Basketball game, 
Field House; Throughout week - Class Presen-
tations. · 
&; 
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BAHAMAS RAFFLE: SAE Baha~as raffle to 
~enefit .Easter Seals draw.'ing ·schequled for 4 p.m. 
4/ 1 ;> ·has been rescheduled for 4 p.m. 4/22. 
ELECT.RO '88:· iEEff IS spons~ring a bus trip ' t~ ' 
the Boston High Technology Electronics Conference' 
and Convention on Thursday, May 12, leave from 
Kingsbury, 9 a:~., return 7 p ,i;n: Free, you ip.ust 
be 18 years of age. Regisfrati9n forms in Roo'm 
215, Kingsbury. · 
HEALTH 
AL-ANON (OPEN-) :'·Individ~als affected by 
another's use of alcohol orOtqer -drugs. Mondays, 
Room 106, James, n~on to, 1 piJ.'.I).. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN): Individuals concet~ed abo~t their drinking 
or drug use. M0ndays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, & 
Thursdays, 2nd Floor Conference Room Health 
Center, noon .to 1 p.m . 
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETINGS: .For 
individuals who have b~en affected by their parents 
drinking. Thursdays, 2nd Floor Cdnference Room, 
Health Center, 1-2 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
LMT A MEETING: For members and those wishing 
to join! Collection of dues & discussion of upcoming 
events. GET INVOLVED! (please note time 
change!) Wednesday, April 20, Room 213, Hewitt, 
5-6 p.m. · . 
UNIV;ERSITY COMPUTING 
' 
Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register 
on-line on the VAX/VMS systems by entering 
the command "TRAINING" at the VMS command 
level prompt ( 4). CUFS users should tab down · 
to OtherServices on the me1.1.1 and type "TRAIN-
ING:' Call 3667 to register if you do not have access 
to the above. All classes are held in the Stoke Cluster 
Classroom unless otherwise stated. 
· WORDPERFECT: WordPerfr;ct is a powerful but 
easy-to~µse mi.crqcomp1:1ter word processirig pro-
gram widely used on. campus. This course teaches , 
the basics of video editing, formatting, and printing. 
Prerequisite: MS-DOS or equivalent experience . . 
Monday, April 25, and Wednesday, April 27, 9 a.m. 
to noon. 
PROLOG: PROLOG is a relativefy new, logic-based 
programming language. It is available on Hilbert 
and Descartes and in several microcomputer 
versions. PRO LOG .is , widely used in artificial 
intelligence applicat'ions. No programming ex-
perience is required, but familiarity with VAX/VMS 
· is helpful. Prerequisite: none. Tuesday, Aptil 26, 
9-11 '3:.m. 
ADVANCED VMS: LIBRARY UTILITY: Informil 
sen:;i_inar (brown bag) on VMS Library Utility for _ 
users who are familiar mith VMS basics and are 
ready to \earn SQIIle VMS "wizardry." Prerequisite: 
VAX/VMS or equivalent. Thursday, April 2~, noon 
tol~m . 
' ·, 
Elizabeth ~ acDonald (left) can be seen on campus this week 
as part of AIDS awareness week. Speakers and workshops will 
be held all wt:~k long, look for programs. ( Debbie H opki':1s 
AIDS week stresses 
"use condom sense" . \ 
By Cara Connors · ,.. at in the film was in another 
Kicking off AIDS Awareness room, isolated from the rest of 
Week was a lecture on "AIDS his fellow workers. Thompson, ,. 
in the Workplace" yeSterday in like Shuttleworth, had already 
the Forum Room of the library. died at the film's showing time. 
Tables were lined with "Use Audience member Brandy 
Condom Sense" t-shirts for $5 Kraft-Lund, of the UNH Hu-
and the film "An Epidemic of man Resource Department, said 
,...-fear" was shown to a crowd of that AIDS victims want to be 
six after a brief introduction by thought of as people "not dying 
Speaker Elizabeth MacDonald from AIDS but .people living 
from the UNH Systems Office. with AIDS." . 
Th_e -film addressed the fe.ar Ma~Donald pointed -ou~Ba 
, of.AIDS amo
7
ng workers and couple of problems in commi.in-
stressed the need to inform f icating in ormation to people 
them they cannot catch it .from - in the workplace about the AIDS 
coworkers through casual con~ virus. She said illiterate ·workers 
tact, including the exchange of couldn't' read pamphlets on the :/ 
saliva, perspiration, or tears. disease, thus, more "pictorial" 
The twenty:-rninute film depict--..._ information would have to be 
ed the lives of several working . utilized. · 1 
people _and what happened to . She sa-id .that using clear _ 
them in the wqi-:kplace after the · lahguage wa,s vital and pointed 
onset, o{ the.AIDS virus. · ;·, to a .situation when she had · 
Todd Shuttlewo.r,th, who was visited the Bahamas on an AIDS , ... , 
fired _from his j(?b aft~r revealing _ lect~re. She: noted many of the . 
his illness, also lo St his life workers there didn't understand ··;;, 
insurance and couldn't make the · the meaning of "bodily fluids," {_ 
payments on his car. With the and thus, couldn't grasp the -. 
help of the American Civil concept of how AIDS is tans-
Liberties Union (ACLU), he 'niitted. 
eventually won a five million The virus can only be acquired 
dollar lawsuit. After the filrri, h h h h f b. d 1 
tp.e audience was informed t roug t e exc ange O O i Y 
Shuttlewortfi. had died earlier. -fluids, such as semen, and 
through blood transfusions ,"-, 
· ",Wha't good ,did five million from contaminated needles. ·· · 
dollars -do him?} asked MacDo-. MacDonald said that many . · 
naid, ·emphasizing the need for people with the disease don't '.'.' · 
_understanding, i;-ather than mo- develop AIDS but instead srore ·: "' 
ney in ~uch situations.-- · the germs within their body. · 
Bob Thom15son., unlike Shut- She said that while blacks and -
tleVforrh, maintained his job •at , Hispani"cs are minorities, they · · 
"Bank of America, ap.d received are the groups with the majority 
much support from his co- of AIDS c~~es . Twenty-five 
workers. MacDonald pointed percent of all AIDS cases are 
out, however, thar the computer found within these two ·groups. 
terrninal he was shown working ' 
. ~ ""1/~#;•7. 
,It ·. · .. ii. 
·::::-::. / 
/ :· · 
April 19-25 
MUB MARKETPLACE 
April 20 - Jewelry and Clothing, .upstairs balcony 




By Laura Smith Srudenr Art Shbw offers '' low 
The Stugent 'Ar_r-- Associa6on level competitiveness'' as cony- . 
has ,begun planning for the 1988 . pared with professiom1_l s_how~, . 
Student Art-Show to be held the · which ·are "cut-throat and com:. . 
week of April 25 .. _'.fhe upcoming · petitive." 
eveht is a ca,nipus-wide oppo.r- . Mark Ragonese, a technician '. 
tunity~for c,re~.tiyity. _ _.who helps set up the show, said 
Abigail Lourie, organizer of · · he· believes the competition is ' 
the ,show,.ericourag~f~rtists arid ·· -he~hhy. "I tp.ink it is rea,lly 
viewers alike,. ·· ':'T-he. Student Ari" important as a forum for stu- . 
Show is ope!'} w everybody, e,ve'n . dents who submit their work · 
if they , ha-;ye,n:'t · t_aken .'.,~i;t, · ro,"put it befo_re their fellow .:, 
cours·~s;". she ·said., 'CC,.; _t ··~. . students:" ·· <;. ·• ,_. 
Lo{i~ie-, a -s'enior ·studiorart :: . Jennifer Lo'ng, a junior studio · 
majm, )ias heen ,-involv~d \Vith , . __ arJ:major, ~ntered her work l_ast · 
plaqning the.-show fo:r'two years. ' . year. (She .1s presently workmg 
She was encouraged- by last o,_n thjs year's submissions) . "It \ 
yea(_s ~urnout of .1.40 -~rt sub-.. .js a way for mew represent my · 
missiohs and saicf s~e- hopes for , . '.~est pos~ible w~rk," she s~id. 
more:this year. · , " '7 . ·: Long 1s also rnvolved rn the 
The show ' attracted .IOOO Art Association and behind the 
view.er§, ittt..tnbei Lburie'. ~ould ,: scenes :Set-up. work. "We try .t,O ,' 
like tb see improved: "1000 . get a wide variety of people and 
people ·is .good/ she. said, '.'but media represented_," she said. 
out of_l0,000 it isp.'t enough." · "I _am going to submit thrf=~- :It 
Student organized and com- ,. is a chance to represen,r.U:NH" 
pktely comprised,,. the. show '. . Her enthusias_m fop the show '<. 
b'elo,qgs '•iff·.a'~uniqu'e ,~tegory: ,_; pafti~Uy'eyolves,oqt 0£.,a_~tdyifig .' 
"It is young experimenting to do her best. Any pn~es are 
· artists " Lourie said. She refers . added benefits for the artist, she 
to rth; ·show as "bdng "s.emi: .. . said. · . . : ., 
professional," due tc>"the method .· "Seeing their ·piece as ,a part 
of judging. . . . . . . . of a whole is very rewarding," 
The two judg~s, ~alled "ju- she said. 
rors," are artists, not profes- Student artists are ·limited to · 
sional ,juror.s. They offer an three s~brhissi?ns ea~h. A $2 
unb-i~~ed approach , to the art.,.· charge 1s required w1th each 
work because rhey don't know submission. 
the. artists. · "It gives people an incentive 
. '. ] ,; is all . a_ _matter of personal . to do better and to work harder," 
opin\9n,''. Lourie said. Lourie ·sa!d . 
. Tµe show differs · foom .a More importantly; the sub-
professional art show because - miss:io-n fe-e is- used as ir is, 
it represents a varied s~l~qio~ _,,. redistr~buted a~o~g the· prize 
of,a;ti~ts; ~ith\P.2 r~quiremen,ts categories. Subm1S610ns ' may. b_e 
or 1tP,5"mes. Loufie.s.tress~d.the, , .i brnught to the MUB Ofl A.pt11 ' 
difforence in competition. The 22, to be· entered. 
SCOPE 
TheWrldls Still 
The Greatest Classroom 
OfAJL 
'I f,, 
OUT THE CONCERT 
SCENE. .. 
Be a PRODtJCTION.·oR-
SECURITY person. for anOther 
'f2At:)1~SPRING_FEST '~8 . 
........ ----··- ,,, . 
PAGE SEVEN . 
, . 
ATTEND THE MEETING TOMORROW! 
in the SENATE ROO/\il, MOB 
at.7:00 PM" .. . 
.... ' 
PAGE EIGHT 
!ktm!IJlU lDla• rm 
N:H: Special Olympics 
--· Live Entertainment 
LABONZA of Chelmsford, Mass. 
Elks Hall, Rte. 108, Dover( N\H: 
April 30, 1988- 8 PM to Mid-night -
YOU MUST BE 21 OKOLDER,TO 
PU~CHASE A TICK.ET 
DONATION: Sl0 .. 00 per persoQ 
. ~ ~·· .• . . . . 
. I:' 
- Call Bruce at 868--6108 for ticket info. 
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Studen.ts stalit history:jO.ttrnal . 
... 
, By Maryellen Brennan uate studenc-Paul Bergen, ha•s , experienced prof~ssors. ,_ 
"Retrospection_," the, Univer..i created a journ~l th_f}.t nop only · ·: ) 'l{e;.r~speq_iqn"'· nas be.en 
/ sity of New Hampshire's first offers snidents needed.exposure, . distribufrd, to' liistoiy depart-
gi'adµate journal ig Amedcan but also allows them to gain ments ~pd graduate programs 
, ·,history and _An~i~titarl'.' snidies, .experience in every phase of the throughout New England. 
· is helping 'gradua_te swdJ::nts - publication process. Articles are UNH and 'its graduate program 
who live in the world of "publi~h _ writ-ten, reviewed, and edited in .history benefit from the 
o-r perish." -· by students . . : · , distribution, and students, not 
"If you want to be a. profes- - Professional -journals accept _only . from UNH, but from 
sional, you have.to publish," says , gradua·te'"-lev.el art-ides and re- .at:_ouo.d New England liave the 
UNH .graduate student, Nancy . views, Gustke said, ·but student qpportunity to publish their 
·Gustke, co-editot: of "Retrospec- work is often overlooked in work. Gustke said that submis-
tion." Gustke, along with grad- favO'r of-submi,ssions by more sions are not l1mited to those 
.doing gradµ~te studies in history 
either. 
* . . ' . · .. 
Word .Association 
( 603) 659-2423 
Word' Proc'esstng • Typing • Transcription ' 
Durhail}, New Hampshire , 
• I 
' 'No matter hoW . 
·. bad they are, ; · 
· Grandma loVes 
to he-ar the.-\ 
latest ·joke&,, :: 
,, You ~iss her sparkling 
-sense of humor. She misses ,. 
_ you and your jokes. Even the 
badones . That's one good . 
reason to call long distance. 
AT~T Long Distance Service . 
is another good reason. Be.~ 
cause it costs less than you 
think to hear your grand-
. mother start td giggle be-
fore you even get to the 
punch line'. 
So whenever you m:iss -. 
her laughter; bring a smil~ 
-to her face with AT & T. Reach 
out and touch someone~ 
If you'd like to know more 
/ about AT&T products and 
services, like the AT&T Card, 
, call us at 1 800 222°0300:-
AT&T 
· The right choice. -
-- · ''.Any gradu~te stud~rit may 
,submit work," she said, '.'as long 
as it's in American _studies from 
· the Colonial period to the 20th 
century." . . . 
The journal gains its credi-
. bili-ty from what Gus,tke calls 
a "cracker jack" advisory _board. 
It_ is ,- maqe up _ of ,nationally 
known expert~. in the .fields of 
American history'and Ameriqn 
studies. T};iey not only le_nd, their 
_ names to promote the journal, 
-but ".the;y ,also ,aid -in find~ng 
graduate students in New Eng-
land who eithet: want to-submit 
. tpeit:-- work ,or, who may: be of 
_- assi~tan~e in ptvi,ewing worf 
that, has a~ready been submittet:l 
for publication. . ·_ _ . · · 
,, ·~·R~t_ro~pecti_on" wUI:p.e re-
. le~sed annµallr,'. ·''.:Jt looKs.- like 
a quality,. p:u,blicat.ioQ.," _Gusrke 
·said. UNH advisors he.lped with 
the project; she ·sa_id, an,d, st_(ld~nt-
s 1:1 p pon is clear. SubmissiQ,nS 
._ for _. next -ye·ar's editiori ,have 
already been received. .. · 
The title "Retropsection" -was 
•t,he result of,-an ::inform.al dis-
cussion one aftet:nOP:'!1 j{mong / 
;, t-i -S,tv-er1iht:udents~t~· :,· · ·-• ·  ·g to 
"' (Ii Gusi:Re. ''-c ·:,;~ 
, · , "Histor.y is lool{\ . __ · t the 
· ,- past, looking· back_ 'arid'. :\Retro-
spection' ·j1Jst came 91,1,t.· Ifs one 
word,. so its easy t9 -re:Ille)nber 
or recognize qtiickJy ;:·- said 
- Gustke. , --_ ~ __ --
The professionaf\ 1dvisory 
board does not r~.view; submis- . 
-- sions. They ,heip:rh~ PJ-6.stby 
recommending graduate stu-
dents around New E:nglabd who 
will review the work 'br submit 
· fheir own: - -~ -:~ 
Gustke ·said that_ ev,ery sub-
mission is · reviewed by three 
graduate students. They _are _ 
chosen because of their relation 
to the topic writte.11»a,b0ut: -
If an articlejs submitted on 
colon.ial,is-m,_for example, the --
advisory board will find a stu-
dent to review the article who . 
.'is know ledge able in iliis area 
of history. 
_ Win''1er -of ~ :Academy 
Awards, lncludi_ng best 
actress, best supporting 
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~eusChips, good 
. for a good cau~e 
By Beverly Shadley 
· Heating Smartfood instead 
. of some other high-calorie 
snackfo9d makes you feel less 
guilty ab<?ut between meal snack-
ing, then·you\vill be happy to 
heat about · the newest a:ddition 
to the snackfood industry: 2eu-
sChips: · • 
Invented by Andrew M<!,rtin 
and Ann Withey, the husband 
· and wife founders of the Smart-
food Popcorn Company, ·and 
present owners of ZeusChips 
company, ZeusChips are a 
ready-to-eat pasta snack lightly 
seasoned with nacho or Wiscon-
sin cheese. Because ZeusChips 
· are made from pas ta, they are 
· lower in calories and higher in 
protein than other chips, mak-
ing them more appealing to .the 
fitness conscience consumer. 
According to Martin and 
Withey, the 0 chip was product 
of their desire to 'produce a 
snackfood with a clear con- . 
science.' Fortunately, Martin • 
and Whitley have gone well · 
· beyond their initial aspitation. 
In addition- to producing a 
'healthy' snackfood, Martin and 
Whitney donate two to three 
percent of all ZeusChips sales 
(regardless of profits) to the 
· Amazon Rainforest Action Net-
work, an organization dedicated 
J to the conservation of the 
·worlds rainforests; and to _Earth 
Island Institute, .a non-profit 
conservation organization . 
When asked why their com-
pany had, undertaken such a 
philanthropic endeavor, Martin 
stated, 'The world is getting 
trashed. You've got to ·do some-
thing. Everybody has got to do 
·· something." , ,. 
·. It is Martin and Withey's 
· ·hope that their actions will 
~- inspire other companies to'. do 
the same. · 
"By our example, we hope to 
convince other companies to do 
· donate one percent of their sales 
:to non-profit organizations," 
said Martin 
Martin also stated that other 
companies were, in fact, inter-
. ested and willing to follow their 
lead if the company succeed~. 
,In addition to ZeusChi.ps, . 
Hampton Hill. is presently 
marketing an all natural maco-
roni and chee.se dinner called 
'Shells and Annie's Real Ched-
dar.' Like ZeusChips, two to 
three perc.ent of the products 
sales are donated to a non-profit 
organization. 
So if, you've been . loo!dng for 
a snackfood, consider ~rying the 
new Hampton Hill produc;ts. 
Yo_u'll be eating a healthier 
snackfood, and at the same time, 
· supporting a worthy cause. 
.• · STRAPPED" FOP Rk ct" ASdH? d? 
· · · Do the words "Money in ,our oc e soun goo . 
• 
How about "Paid Benefits"? These are just 2 of the 
reasons why you should consider part-time employ- . 
ment at Wentworth-Douglass Hospital. More specifi-
cally, we offer: 
• above average starting wages . 
• paid vacation and insurance benefits 
• 
• weekend shift differentials 
• progressive, friendly atmosphere 
It just so happens we have a few weekend; 16 hour 
positions available on the day ~r evening shifts. !h~~e 
year-round opportunities offer 1ust_enough flex1b1hty 
for qollege students to earn extra cash while main-
taining their studies. 
If you are Interested In reaping the benefits avall• 
able to part-time employees at Wentworth-Douglass 
Hospital, please contact Mark Fellcl, Employment 
Manager, at 742-5252, ext. 185. 
WENTWORTH-DOUGLASS HOSPITAL 
789 Central· Ave. 
Dover,· NH,-03820 




For a re~ume that can do the job, 




• Office Supplies 
• ConvenienrHours 
• Floppy Disks • Resume Papers 
· 51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM 
. - ,,,,. . 
868-6322 
Three. Stereos for 
the. Price of .1.3 
We d9n't have to tell you about the advantages of a personal stereo-- the Sony Walkman® 
and others have made FM stereo, audio cassettes, and even the digital clarity of compact 
disc portijble and economical. But the "person,al" 1n personal stereo is good news and bad 
news. You ,can listen witho\.Jit bothering the rest of the world ( or the world bothering you), 
but until recently it's been impossible to share the sounds. If you wanted porta~le music 
for picnics or tailgate parties you had to go out and buy a "blaster" (for a bit more than 
you paid for ·:your Walkman), and if you wanted decent sound back at the dorm you were 
in for some real expense. 
Introducing Speakerack'™ by Galax. 
It'sta_rts with a P:1ir of fully portable 1 
amplified dynamic speakers that . 
pump out more clean sound than 
you'd believe. Plug them into your 
personal stereo, separate 
the speakers and you've 
got a dorm full of sound; 
Snap them onto their thermoplastic framework 
and you've got a "blaster" complete with carrying strap and a place for your stereo . 
We're the Campus Connection™ and we think ele~tronic equipment costs too much. By 
thf;' time it's gone from the manufacturer to a trading company to the distributor to 
the wholesaler to the store .... everybody has some of your money except you. Our solution 
is cut out most of the distribution network so we can afford-to sell the SpeakerJck for $~9; 
We're so excited about the sound of these speakers we guarantee you'll love the sound or 
your money back--no questions asked. - · · 
Please send me _,, _· Speakerack ™ amplified 
speaker system(s) for $39 each. · 
Name-,-_____________ _ 
Address ----------------City/State/Zip _________ _ 
Telephone# ( ) ________ _ 
□ Payment enclosed 
□ MasterCard card#· exp_ 
□ Visa signature · -
: California residents add sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks for shipping. 
Full refund if returned within 30 days. ' 
, the. Campus Connection Dept. NHR9 . · · 
· ·10573 West Pico Blvp.•Suite 21o·Los Angeles, CA 90064 ,r , . . . . , . 
the Campus 
Connection 
the mail order· student store 
Dept. NHA9 • 10573 West Pico Blvd. 
Suite 21 0 •. Los ·Angeles, CA 90064 
r> 1988 Electronics Tfaii°ihg C_ompany. ""the Ca["pµs Cor mection," ""the mail Q<@r _student f tore ••• an,:! ""Speak~rac;k"" ar.e !fade
0
:..arks ~f Electronics Tr~in,,g <?om~ny 
SEEME. 
FEEL ME. 
"" I ~ V 
~ ~~ ~ 
~ I ._ ,' lOUCfl=iME •. ·
HEAR ME. 
Working with those who are commu~icatively impaired is a 
challenging. yet rewarding profession. Boston--Bouve College -
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of 
research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited 
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology 
and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make 
it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time. or 
part-time if you are employed in the field. · 
, , For-information on these programs call (617) 437-2708 or 
write to the address below. 
BOSTON 
BOUVE 
Graduate School. Boston~Bouve College of Human Development Professions 






• 2,34.7 .~es, th~~ indexed 
320;cro definitions , 
19 encyclopedic-supplements .. 
· ,3,<XX> illustrations . 
Full-color maps of the 
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NeRiifnoKs 'p cusro,o ,....,NT£D SPOWlliWEAR . 
T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Basebal.1 Caps 
• Sweatshi~ts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
• · Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items 
In-House Art Dept. 
603/431-8319 
- -- Autun_:in_Pond Park, Rt. 1.91 Greenland. hi.H. 
How to make a, hit. 
•,•.·.·.·.·-:-:;:• 
....... ·,·•. ·•,•••···•·'' ·v•-.,, . ... : H ..•.•. ,._ . .. %/ •.• ~'51~";-:J.":::: ... · .•.. . H .. >>>>,?::·ffim»»».>H .... >>. . 
The A°merican Express• Card is a hit virtually 
anywhere you shop, from Los Angeles to 
London. Whether you're buying books, baseball 
tickets or brunch. So during college and after, 
it's the perfect way to pay for just about 
· everything you'll want. 
Howto·.get 
the Card now. 
College is the first 
sign of success. And · 
· ~ · because we believe in your 
. potential, we'vrn1ade it easier for 
students of this school to get the 
.American Express Card tjght 
now- even without a job or a 
credit history. So whether you're an 
· underclassman, senior or 
grad student, look into . 
our automatic approval 
offers. For details pick up an · 
· application on campus. Ot call 
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a 
· student application. 
, The American-Express Card . 
Don't Leave School Without It~ 
Thm1gh sparsely,~ttended, 
participants at Stoke! s, semi-
,, formalin the MU:B said-it was a 




By Michele LaF orge 
Despite a low turnout Satur:-
. day night, S_toke Hall's · 1st 
annual Semi-Formal was a suc-
cess,,_ a·ccording to Elizabeth 
Jackson; one of the organizers; 
'The people who went had 
fun. That's what's important," 
. she , said. "They had a hla~.t, 
they're still talking about it." 
The reaction of the people . 
who attended wasJargely pqs-
., · itive. Mike O'Brien, a.fres.h-
man said, "It was kind of smljl, 
no,~ as many people turned out 
as I expected, bud knew eve-
ryone that was. th<:re and I had 
a great time." . . . . . 
The semi-formal's theme was, 
a ctuise.weekend, .The dance was 
catered and music pro~ided . by 
disc jockey BiBTremblay who 
works for W-FEA Ma{).chesrer. 
His daughter, Nicole Tremblay 
who was recently elected vice 
president of Stoke HaJl for next 
semester, suggested her father 
as -OJ for the event. , 
Stoke Hall Council organized 
the semi-formal and has b€en 
wo~king on it for a month ~nd 
a half, Jackson said. She said 
that, when asked, the one thing 
most people wanted Hall Coun-
. cil to organize was . a semi-
,:formaL Hall Council planned 
for as many as 300 people, 
· · accotding·to-·Jac~son. Between 
· 70 and 80 people attended. _ 
· Beverly Rush ~rtter..tained)n 
. the MUB last we·ek. (Peter· 
Tamposi photo) 
';"- .... --~::-:.;,,•err...:;;,.,_ 




Crisis Pregnancy Center 
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL 
-pregnancy test ing 
r -counselliflg .& !nformac10~ 
-pr:inical. support 
HOTLINE 749~4441 
. ·'J.(J Wasl\ingt,Hl ~rrt:t:r 
· \t1ik .'>Oo B. Dover. NH 
,GREAT 
JOBS -
saunders at Rye Harbor is 
now interviewing and will 
be hiring ... 
•;_ COOKS . 
DISHWASHERS 
. Pho~e· 964-6466 
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· An educatiOII for. those who can't look the other way. 
If you gain satisfaction Northeastern University, , 
from reaching out and Boston, MA 02115. 
helping others, Northeast- Master of Education 
ern Uliliversity has a ·special . . Programs 
place for you.At Boston- . ··' • Counseling 
Bouve College of Human • Consulting Teacher of 
Development Professions Reading · 
you can learn to assist • Curriculum and 
others realize their full Instruction 
potential. • Educational Research 
Most of our programs are • Human Development 
. offered on a part-time and • Rehabilitation 
full-time basis and combine · Administration 
dassroom theory with • Special Education 
practical, hands-on Mas·ter of Science .· 
experience. . Programs 
Call (617) 437-2708 or write • Counseling Psychology 




· Clinical Ex~rcise Physiology 
• Physical Education' 
• Recreation, Sport & 
Fitness Management 
• Rehabilitation Counseling 
• Speecp-Language 




• Elementary & Secondary ft 
School Teacher Preparation .I~ 





An equal opportunity/affirmative 
action university. • · 
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Northern I OCCUPATIONAL THERAPYMAJOR 
W-fi,,-S · ARE NOW A.VAILABLE 
·eox 113, Route 302, Center Conway;_ New Hampshire 03813 • 603-447~2177 
Errol, New Hampshire• Box 113, Center Conway, N.H. 03813 • 803-447-2177 
,-<!' 
/ i;. . l"l( 
-····························~··············· ~ . SUIIIIIII \VODSTUDY POSfflON 
Learn valuable·office ski,11s and how an office operates, which is necessary tor ~lmosc any 
job when you gnduate. 
Work in !he air conditioned, pleasant atmosphere of Complex 
Systems Research Center in the new Science a.nd Engineering .Kcsearch ~uilding. 
/ 
l Young's Restaurant 
& Coffee Sh.op, Inc_. 
- Breakf·ast 
, 2 Eggs a-riy style served with 
Sausage Patti, Toast, Homefries and Coffee 
$2.90 
Dinner 
. Fried Scallop Dinner served with 
Tossed Salad, Mashed Potato, 
and Roll . 
4-8 Main St 
. Durham NH 
$4.50 
in the departmental offic€, He'vVitti-lall,Roofr! 218B 
Students who might .be interested in oorisidering :: -,:. , 
- internal transfer to Occupational' Therapy in th~ following . 
year may wish to enroll in OT 510 - Occupatio~al Therapy 
Theory I, _July 5 - Augu_st· 12, 1988; 5:30- ~ 7:20 
Monday - Thursday; Hewitt Hall , Room 213 
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'W•»"~"~ ············ ~ ' ~gl 
~~t.-·,t: ·· \A.mericarf§.ging AssodMJ• (NY) wilf~l,~-your appliqitw.n I 
,~ii.••••~• --od..~"' --- ·~=~ 11 iaitm,w• ,~--~~~ -! ~ !..! • .:.~- - · · -~- • •• 
-~******************************** * . ' .. · * 
: FORTUNE5oo · ! 
; COMPANY l 
* * : ! · 
* . * ! ;.. Seeks May or summer gradu~te for imme- · .! 
: _,diate part time empl?yment leading to~ - . * . 
* career after graduation. Flexible hours, . ! 
t good p~y, and ~_nlimjted g_ross potential. ! 
t _ ~ood -opp~rtumty for B~smess, Econ?m-. * 
* . 1cs, PolySc1; and other Liberal Arts maJors ** * . 
Phi Mu rocks for children 
J, • • • ·... ' -· • • -·
 
By 6rya~ · Alexander. 
Okay, there are ·th~ knitting 
needles, and the yarn, and my 
cat Spaz. Here's my reading 
glasses, my afghan and my copy 
of "War and Peace." All set for 
Phi Mu's rockathon. 
Hold on to your pacemakers, 
· I meant to say Phi Mu's rocking · 
chairathon. 
The event, which went from · 
9 a.rn. to 7 p.m. on Thursday, 
raised $850 for the Children's 
· Miracle Network, according Jo 
Leslie Hooper, Phi M:u presi-
· dent. 
. Hooper said t;he sisters w·ere 
'sponsored by people in the 
campus corpmunity by the hour, 
and each sis_ter and pledge· had 
. . 
' . "we offer more for less" . 
PizZa(Nite Monday 
large Ct)eese Pizza $3.50 
Paily Lunch & DinnerSpecials -
Tue~day April 19th 
Senior Night w/Savoy Truffle 
Wednesday April 20th 
Rrivate Drive 
to rock for at le.1st one two-hour 
. shift. 
Hooper said a lot of the 
money was collected from peo-
ple in the MUB, as sisters pa~seq. 
cans around the building. She 
said she was pleased by the 
success of the ev~nt. 
· "We· had a lot of fun doing 
it," she said. "The people in the 
MUB were really supportive." 
Michele Adams, said the only 
obstacle the sisters had to 
overcome was collecting the 
rocking chairs from around 
campus. 1'That was the· nard-
est part about the whole thing," 
said Adams, "getting 11 or 12 
rocking chairs." 
Adams said the event was so 
successful, that they plan to 
make it an annual event. 
Lianne Prentice; a senoir, said 
she was happy that the oppor-. 
tunity was there for students 
to have fun- and still contribute 
to a worthy cause. 
"Everyone should do their 
part," said Prentice, "and it gave 
students their chance to con-
tribute." 
. * 
*" *---------------------------------: *· 
* : *' *  call collect 1-433-5880 Rick Vost. _, 
* * * * * * 
* *  . . ' -  M . . • . 
~~***************~************~**~ 
GRADUATION. lS 
. CLOSER THAN ~ 
YOU THINK 
If you're receimng your degree in 1988, you can start 
exploring care.er opportunities with State Street Bank 
, and Trust Company now. Already .the nation's largest 
mutual fund custodian and master trustee, our c.on-
. tinued expansion zn those areas and in global custofiy 
operatfons creates ex.citing entry-~evel career openings 
for graduates ready to demonstrate a high degree of 
commitment to quality. 
· Account Controllers/ 
::v· -Portfolio Accountants 
As an Account Controller, you'll join the .te~m of the 
·largest Mutual Fund Custodian in the nation; you'll 
work directly with Money Managers an__d be responsible 
for controlling and administering the portfolio;s assets, 
liabilities and ·income. As a Portfolio Accouptant, you'll 
work with investment Advisors to contro(pension and 
· endowment fund portfolios for the nation's largest 
.. Master _T~stee. Within o,ur Global Custody Divisiqn, ... 
· · Portfolio Accountants work with domestic and interna- -
tional clients investing in :global securiti~s and com-
, municating with worldwide sub-custodian banks and 
' clients. - . . ' ' . ·:. .. \ ' ' . 
' . . . 
Successful candidates will be detail-oriented with strong 
communication and organb.ational sk.ills, posse~s a sol~d· 
understanding of accounting principles and preferably 
. hold a Bachelor's degree in a business discipline and 
' have equivalent experience. · 
We will be on ca.mpus for a presentati~n about St~te Street Bank 
April 25 at 1:30pm and 2.:30pm. If you are interested in attending, 
Mease submit a resume to the Placement Office_ by Apri/"15. 
_A~plynow and establish a working relationship--
with State Street. You'll enjoy top pay and ex-
cellent benefits like in-house advancement train-
in1. Send your resume to the .attention of Robyn 
Zimmer or Jane West Wilson, 1776 Heritage Drive,. 
· North Quincy, MA 02171; State Street is an Equal 
Opportunity Employer. ·. 
9 State Street 
· · We Have A Working Relationship ® 
With New En~land. And The World. 
COLLEGE.CREDIT 
. ' \ _, 
· Don't Get Caught Short Next Year 
',, I ,-·~:A.LPS * 
.. ,', ~ 
AlternativeLoans for Parents and Students 
AFFORDABLE FIXED RATE FINANCING: ALPS offers OPEN ELIGIBILITY: There are no maximum income or 
a competitive fixed annual percentage rate (APR) of 12% % .' asset restrictions tied to ALPS, nor are you required to ~ub-
Because this is set for the total term of the loan, you know mit to any complex "financial needs" test. Eligibility is based 
exactly what your . costs will be versus other financing plans on standard .credit review procedures and the stipulation that 
with variable rates. Comparing these options, at their current the student either be a New Hampshire re:,ident, or a non-
rates, to ALPS, your monthly payments would be slightly less resident attending an approved institution within the State. 
· today but where will they be a year from riow? 
UNSECURED FUNDING: The ALPS program does not ask 
you to tie up valuable, family assets in order to secure the 
funds to invest in an of her. Does it really. make sense to place 
these hard earned investments in an unnecessary risk QOSi-
tion when you're not obligated to? 
''''REALISTIC LOAN U~UTS: Designed 'to 
meet the growing_ needs of -families and stu-
dents who are not eligible for Federal Assis-
tance or who require supplemental funding 
over and above traditional sources of finan-
cial aid, ALPS offers access to a single· 
source of funds in amounts large enough 
to cover the actmd expense of college today. · 
. Qualified applicants . may_ borrow between. 
$3,000 and $15,000. · 
EXTENDED PAYMENT TERMS: ALPS financing allows 
you to spread the cost of your education over a twelve year 
period. This long-term repayment cycle makes the overall 
expense not only affordable but easier for most to manage. 
CONVENIENT APPLICATION PROCESS: The 
ALPS loan process . can ~ totally handled by 
mail: and in most cases takes only about three 
weeks to complete. The $50 application fee 
vt.t:A
1
1NJl..1l\ is considerably lower than that of other edu-
cational financing options which, in most 
j:i~~~~II cases, charge origination fees of between 4 % 
~~---• and 5 % of the principal amount borrowed. 
If you too need help with your educational 
· investment, return the attached coupon or · . ,-
call us TOLL-FREE at l-800-235-2577 ., 




*Granite State Management & R~sources, a New· Hampshire. voluntary corporation, is responsible for and administers. the ALPS progr~. G~anite State 
Management & Resources uses the name "New_ Hampshire Higher Education Assistance Foundation" under the terms of a limited license agreement. 
Please forward .additional information on the ALPS . program to: -~ . 
Name __ ___.c. _______________________ ~ _ __..,_ _ 
: Address ________________ City ________ _ 
State _______ ZiP---c------ Ph.one(~ 
Mail to: NHHEAF • PO Box 877 • Concord, NH 03302 
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-LIL' SIS--· --
<continued from page 1) 
sor received a letter trom Mike 
Sciola, Greek advisor, asking , 
them to disband their Little 
Sister program. Fish said he 
believes that Sciola does not 
understand the important part 
Little Sisters can play and that 
perhaps he (Sciola) is receiving 
pressure from other sources to 
expediate the breakup of the 
Little Sisters. · 
While it is up to individual 
houses to decide whether or not 
they want little sisters, AGR 
and_ Sigma Alpha Epsilon are 
the only fraternities which still 
have active programs. Theta Chi 
pha~ed out their program this 
. year ahd Kappa Sigma is initiat.:. 
ing an e_ventual end to their 
program this year. 
However, even though most 
houses op campus are ending 
their affiliation with Little 
Sisters, the women in these 
programs are , attempting to 
establish independent student 
organizations which perform 
the same functions and allow 
for continued interacdon with 
the fraternity. 
The women from Kappa 
S-igma' s program are forming 
a group under the name of 
Stgma Iota Sigma, according to 
Michael Balsam,_ vice president 
of Kappa Sigma. Theta Chi-'s 
program will follow similar 
ways according to Ru_sty Pabst,_ 
Little Sister coordinator for 
Theta Chi. 
MIDNIGHT' OIL 
DIESEL AND DUST 
- lncludlng: world \!t\ 
·-wuNfI- BedS Are eurnlngl-n.;:"' Dead Heart 
Put OoWII 1bllt :"in!. 
(contiQued fr_om page 3) 
the MUB Pub. 
"Donations were asked for 
_ at the door and nearly 400 
people showed up," saiq Trace. •· ·: 
Last Saturday night there w·as: 
a Polka Dance at the New-
market Polka Club, said Trace. 
Gary Sredzienski who ran the 
show in the station raised 
$6,000, she added. -
Bradly J, a disc jockey from , 
WBCN and a UNH alumni, 
hosted a show with another 
WUNH disc jockey to raise 
money for the station Sunday 
night, said Trace. ,::. 
• - THE- S 
wooDERTOP - _ -lRD lll 'll BIP\ -=~~--=~ Including: k Me Feel 
Wh881S 1\.lrnl~~!.'1w.: :,u Give Out 
Ua..ha It won't ........ .. ON COLUMBIA AND EPIC RECORDS, 
. CASSETTES AND COMPACT DISCS. Friday night and Saturdaf-. night two groups of three disc 
jockeys each covered a six hour 
long show while soliciting funds 
for the station Sunday nigh,~. ·, 
..--,- . Stop This ~r __ 
· Trace said, money was also 
raised through individual pledg:. 
ing. T-shirts, buttons, bumper-
stichers, and albums-were given 
away for donations. · · 
-The Graduate School 
is accepting applications for 
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS, FOR , . -.: 
PART-TIME GRADUATE -DEGREE , 
STUDENTS 
for Fall Semester 1988-89 
Deadline for applications . 
_ is June 3, 1988 · 
-Application forms are available at 
the Graduate School, 
Horton Social Science Center-
r · 
Deadlines? No problem. From term & weekly p~pers 
to resumes and theses! We will type, proofread & deliver 
your documents--efficiently; on ,time and at a reasonable 
rate. Call today 664-5234, ask for Brenda. 
- t CBS ;nc. © 1988 CBS RElcords Inc., 
. _ !Al· . .. ~ are trademarks o -
"Colurnoia." ~ Epic. ~ _ _ . · _ ._ 
-; 
We Promise You A Summer 
In A Rose Gardei1 , 
We have im-mediate ni1edf or full-time and part-time assistance 
during semester breaks and during semester sessions. Duties to 
include greenhouse construction, maintaince and repair of electrical, 
controls, piping systems, painiing; and ground maintaince . . We 
will train, and promise a tan in exchange for reliable summer 
. staff. -
Minimum starting pay 5.50/ hr 
An equal opportunity employer 
Hours include 7am to 3:30pm Mon-Fri 
with overtime available 
Apply in person 10am-3:30pm Mori-Fri 
Elliot and William 
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I 
A~ts & 'Entertainment 
... 
TRAVEL· 
We'll blow you . ·~ . 




$18.50 includes · 
Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes 
· . Plus· · (. 
· ~ 5 copies * .25 envelopes * 25 extra sheets of paper 
\ -~ ChanK~s-~i/y ~ad~_~ith ~~r On~--Year ~e~o~y sio~~ge -
· Open Mond,ay - Friday 8:30-5:30 
. . 
Durham .· Copy 
Jenki~s Court -•Durha~, N.H.•868-'103t 
1✓/ 
· THE BROTHERHOOD OF DEL TA CHI 
. J;:XTENDSITSCONGRATULATIONS TO 
:.'_New Associate members of Zeta Class" 
. , 'John Fairfield 
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-Chris O'Connor · · 
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Mark Schmit 


















At.SO: Work-Study Abroad. 
t..anguag11 Courses . Int ·1 Student' ID. 
Youth Hostel Passes.EURA It. P;uses 
issued on the spot•,. 
Call for the FREE Cl·EE Student 
Travel · Cat·alog 1 
Boston 617-26~1~- ··. 
Cambridge 617-491-1497 ·, 
Amherst 413'."256-1261 
COMPLETE CURRICULUM 
IN ENGLISH, SPANISH 
1 
· . 
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY'S 
MADRID CAMPUS 
Liberal Arts, Btisiness, · 
Science, Hispanic Studies 
JULY SESSION iNCLUDES: 
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN 
HISPANIC STUDIES 
* SLU is an AA/EOE 




. _ ... -~~• . 221 N GRAND BLVD 
·' .... • ; ,.-
1 
ST. LOUIS, MO 63103 
OR 
C/ DE LA VINA,3 
MADRID 28003 
... In the classro'om with more than 700 Spanish students . 
. ......;.; --~--------------.. 
CELTIC 
BA GP IP ING 
Say Ii With.· •• 
. A Pipe-0'-Gram 
~~~~§('ea~~!!ls'=-44i~$~$~$~~~~ 
, ),; Celtic -Ba ___ g _ p~ping _ 
..__ __ t For All Occasions 
··.-,,,:- ~\ . 1?b ~ - ~~ ~ -
" ' ~ 
• • ••# I "--..._,.,... f 
-~ CailTodayAt692-3789 
ask f or __ K~n_ -
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THE · ULTIMATE DESKTOP VID:EO COMPUTER 
■ 768 x 480 resolutioo . ■ 68000 processor, 16/32 Bit 
■ 4096 colors· on- screen ·.· ■ Mouse I Menu driven 
Ill_ 4 voice, 8 octave sound with ■ High speed Animation 
- stereo outputs . 
■ Built-in speech (f\1ale or female) 
■ Ray tracing 
· ■ Video titling 
■ Genl9ck avpila_gle fror(l · $160 ■ Over 70 rave reviews! 
■ 7,. 16 Mhz . 
THE AMIGA 500: . MIGA 2000: . 
. 512K expandable to 9Mb ·l Mb expandable to 9Mb . 
$899* $1899* 
With High Res. Color Monitor With High Res. Color Monitor 
* WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY ONE OF THESE SOFTWARE PACKAGES. 





SILVER3-D - SCULPT3-D 
VIDEOSCAPE 3-D ANIMTE 3-D 
MICROFICHE FILER COMICSETTER · 
CALLIGRAPHER. ANIMATOR/ APPRENTICE 
CIN DESK l . l · SYNTHIA 
VIDEOTITLER SOFTWARE FILE USG 
-Special software orde:rs welcomed! -
PERFECT SOUND 
DELUXE VIDEO 1.2 
PHOTON CELL ANIMA-
TOR 




I , , 
3613. ~AFAYETT_~ RD., PORTSMOUTH. 
·436~7047 l~S00-242-1519 
MASTERCARD, VISA, DISCOVER, FINAN~ING-A VAILABLE 
, . 
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SUMMER . 
OPP()RTUNITIES! 
* ASSISTANT Ci\.MP DIRECTOR . 
- (COLLEGE DEGREE REQUJRED AND SA-
LARY IS NEGOTIABLE) 
* WATERFRONT DIRECTOR 
.(Mus-i: HA~E W.S.l:AND BE 21 OR OVER) 
-, * ASSIST ANT WATERFRONT . 
~DIRECTOR . 
(MUST HAVE W.S.I. OR ADVANCED LIFE-
SAVI~G) _ 
* ROPES COURSE DIRECTOR 
* GENE.RAL COUNSELING STAFF 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT YMCA AND CAMP LINCOLN 
BOX 564, KINGSTON, N.H. 03848 
(603) 642-3361 
·. (A co-ed day _·camp for ages . 4-13 · with bus 
_ transp,ortatipn-from throughout Rockinghdm 
Co'!nty, including Durham; Newmarket area.) 
\ ) . 
,..........Al""ll"Y'II .................................................... ,........,..........,........,............~ ~ :LEANING- -
WHERE AR.E YOU GOING . 




now accepti'ng appliqatio.ns 
COED, DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
,. -
Kitchen, Cable, Games Room 
and 30/month 14wks · 
Michael Callahq,n 
or 659- 7779 , 
. (continued from page. 2) 
. the people who hav@ to dean 
them. This siaU has an article 
pinned up about a nine-year-
old giving bit.th to twins in a 
. toy store.· I .spray. I wipe. I run 
out. I'v.rant fo ·take a shower. 
Lisa and I talk about UNH 
· students'. I want _her to say that 
they are irresponsible, spoiled 
. b.rats : But sl:re· d.oesn't. I want 
. her to say· w.e don't app.i::eciate 
anything, but instead she talks 
about the Chr.istmas cards she 
received. , 
'.'.There ar~ i fe~ bad ones, . · 
but there are more good ones," 
says Lisa. "The kids appreciate 
· ·us, and will usually say 'Thank 
you.'" 
l think this may be true in the . · 
mini-dorms., but nowhere else. 
She disagrees. Lisa had one bad 
experience with the sixth floor 
of Christensen, but . usually the 
large dorms aren't. too bad. .. 
"It would help if students 
would pick up after themselves, · 
that's . aU I really ask," says Lisa. 
- She bends down· to p·ick some 
lint up off the laundry room 
floor . 
. I walked to another ba-
throom. There is a girl standing 
· in a tiny pink towel. She · is 
waiting for the water to get hot. 
She smiles at ·me. ·For some 
reason, at that ·very moment, 
it is important for her to see me 
only; as a cleaning lady. I work 
....--.-w-w"W"a' ...... ._.._.._.._..._.._,...-,,..i1~..-..,.'1,~AAAA~"'"''"""'""""""""'-"'-l!'U'l.l~"-IIIII" ~round·the. glasses, toothbrushes 
and toothpate Ol) the counter. 
· I scr:ub. I whistl~ ... 
_... ................................. ~~ ..... ,, ......... ,, ....... ~ ........ ,~ .... ,., ........... ~~ ........ ~ ................ ~ .... ~~ .................... ~~ tw~f:!j~;'fa~~r,s;~i~~ie~~=; . 
I~ -' - ~ .. ·w E ·o E L I v·' E R . /'' . . . . ; ' .. I . were ' fres!,man at ri>y high 
~ ~ school, 'when I was a senior. I 
:-1111 ' "Ul~"""'-111~.-....i~~"""""""" ....... .-.-.,......_~-.-. ....... ......,"rl'Vvv..- ! dash toward the storage closet. ~ _ -~ I feel dumb. I reorganize the 
l - I ~~t::s::~~::~::;, 
~ Jenk1· ns . ! ~it;ifti~~~i;~~~:r~:::i;s d~i~~~ .. · 
~ ~ let it bother me." -
! . ~=========~ C ~ l want .to kill them for lifting · ~ ~ 1111! their noses. But perhaps I am 
~ Q . ! a litle paranoid. I want everyone 
:;1111 '/-~ ~ to know that this is a hard job. 
~ ·~ V, , ~ Lisa really cares. I pick up a Coke 
~. ~~ '.("A ;;.1111 can that is lying in the hallway. 
~
:-1111~ · ~~ C i .:-1111~~ My hallway. . 
~ '" ~ We have collected a lot of 
t~ash, three full bags. Pizza 
boxes, soda cans, things that 
shouldn't be in the bathroom 
trash. I carry one bag. Lisa insists . 
on carrying the·other two. A tall 
guy with an ti'iribrella holds the 
. ~, door for us as we walk out: 
~ I • . :-1111 We walk out toge·ther. The 
i · : ' ~ plumber walks by. Lisa-jo,kes ii -. · . . . . , . ~- with him about someth_ing: . 
~ They both smile. I really like 
:;1111 ~ Lisa. I can't believe I actually 
~ 1 • , ~ thought she y.ro,uldn't like me 
~ ~ because ,I go to college. Lisa is 
~ "" ~ gaining more satisfaction from I :...0 ,~ ~' , _~ ~. ' :-1111 doing her job welJ, than I am 
~ '<~ ,,_. { ",,~ ~ from many of my dasses. It is 
:-1111 ~ JI! 1.2 p.m. and Lisa has a half an 
~ · ~Q- . ·~ I'.:, ·· -~ hour for lunch. I have class. Lisa 
~ ~ o r,...,. "",,' ~ still has 18 bathrooms. Sh~ will 
~- VJ) _ ~<.;,V ! be done at 3:30. She thanks me 
~ ~ .three times. I f , m'' The :-1111 I walk away, I wish I could eat ~- f Q -~ . lunch with her. She's fonny. I , ~ Tomorrow, she floods all the 
~- . ~ bathrooms with a hose. It i _ JI! sounds fun. But for $4.95 an 
~ · · · · ~ hour, I don't think I would smile 
! Sun, Mon,_ Tue: Open u_ntil t a~m. , ,_asm_uch_.· ---1 i · , · · · - · ~ you are ready for 
[' w, Th, F, Sat: Open until 2 a.m. , i The New 
. L~ .... ,'\a'.it,~ ............. ,,"''''-'''''' .................................. ,,, .......... ,, .... __J, ' ,'; .ff A~f~I,[!. ,., ' ' 
/ 
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If yoU. want more performance, more fe1;1.tures and 
more quality, you won't find better values ~an 
Kenwood's· new Spectrum systems & components. 
-:!d.:!!t\tt:C{r.J!!t!.1,~7~fft~ 
S\ 
Spectrum .37: A loo-watt-per-channel 
system loaded with features ... only $699. 
• ·100-watt-Per-Cha~nel Amplifier with b uilt-in 7-band 
graphic equalizer (professional• style tone control) and LED 
power meters. lr:icludes dual video sound inputs for use in 
audio-viqEio systems. . 
. • Digital AM/FM Tuner-uses quartz synthesizer for "dead-on" 
tuning. 20-station push-b.utton memory system. 
• Double cassette Deck with Dolby NA, high-speed tape copying · 
and relay~play for up to two hours of continuous music. 
• Semi-Automatic Turntable with lightweight tonearm, 
• Component Cabinet with teak woodgrain 
=~~:~/:.~.~~~: ..... ................... ........ $ 699 
Optional-Matching CD Player. All of the music with none of the 
hiss! Can be programmed to play up to 20 cots in an·y order. 
Precise 3-bearn laser pickup. __________ $199 
KENWOOD 
Spectrum 67: 125-watt-per-channel system 
with tower speakers ... $949 ' 
• 125 w/ch. Power Amplifier with built-in 7-band graphic 
equalizer, dual video.sound inputs. 
• Digital AM/ FM Tuner - with 20-station push-button memory. 
• Double Cassette Deck with Dolby NA ,high-speed tape 
copying and relay-play for up to two hours of · 
continuous music. 
• 3-Way Floor Standing Speakers with teak woodgrain finish. 
• Fully Automatic Turntable with lightweight tonearm. 
• Compo-nent Cabinet with teak woodgrain finish, roundeel top 
& bottom corners, wood top. · · 
• Full-System Remote. Control. Controls every . ·, · 
component in the system -will · ·$ g 4 g 
also control Kenwood TV monitors . .,···:············· . 
Optional Matching CD Changer. Uses a 6~disc magazine for 
· versatile access to some seven hours of music. PrO!fjram CJP · 
· to 32 cuts to play in any order .......................................•........ : ...... $ 299 
Spectrnm 87: Surround-sound super 
syst~in with 6-disc CD changer ... $1699 
• 150 w/ch Power Amplifier with duai-range LED power meters. 
. • Digital AM/FM Tuner .:. actually displays station call letters. 
• Double Auto-Reverse· Cassette Deck with Dolby B&C NR 
lets you make high-speed tape copies or play up to four . 
hours of continuous music. 
• CD Changer uses a 6-disc mag.azine for versatile access to 
some seven hours of music. Program up to 32 cuts .to play 
. in·any order. · 
• Linear-Tracking Tumtable. Tracks record in a straight line 
for reduced distortion. 
• 4-Way Tower Speakers. Full, rich sound. 
• Dolby Surround Sound Processor for stunning three-
dimensional sound - just like the best movie theaters use! 
• SurTO!Jnd Sound· Rear Speakers. Very small for easy placement 
~ • Component Cabinet with teak woodgrain finish. 
• Full-System Remote Control. Controls every 
component in the system -will $16 99 
also control Kenwood TV monitors.............. · 
S~ve Up To 38% On The~e Specially Priced Kenwood Components-------,.. 
A ~~«- ~ ! > "~kl-
. ll,.\I& ,_ 1-~~~ 
- - - --- - --
Double .Cassette Deck With Dolby S&C. High 
speed tape copying. Relay play for up to two 
hour~ of continuous music. Controllable by 
certain Kenwood system remotes. 
(KX66) Reg. $295 ........................... ___ . ---·-·$189 
. ' - ' ;. . .' . .. ,·':,: 
. '; ' . . .. ~. ,;.;:.::, 4'!\E$\- . ,. . 
' . . 
• ~ 'C • ... • M!t \\:----~,;;;;:"' 
Double Auto-Reverse Cassette Deck with 
continuous relay-play for non-stop music. High-
speed copying. Dolby B&C Nil Direct program 
search system. Controllable by certain Kenwood 
system remotes. (KX96) Reg. $380 ................ $259 
Linear-Tracking. Direct-Drive Turntable. · 
Tonearm tracks record in straight ·line for reduced 
distortion. High performance servo-controlled motor, 
full automatic operation by certain Kenwood 
system remotes. (KD66) Reg .. $189 ...... ..... .... $129 
Random Access Linear-Tracking Turntable. 
,Automatically selects disc size and speed. Lets 
you select cuts with push of a button.·controll-
abie by certain Kenwood system · 
remotes. (KD76) Reg. $240 ......... : .................... '.$149 
NASHUA 
520 Amherst St. 
880-7300 K
enwood co·Player 
. l' Super-Spe.c1a . 
. . CO.Player. Lets you 
Our best value ever'~\ any order. -Precise 
SO.NASHUA 
Pheasant Lane Mall 
888-7900 program up to 20 cu s I 5 9 
3-beam laser pickup. $1 
, (0P460) Reg. $ 199 ······························ · 
KENWOOD 
NEWINGTON 
Fox Run Mall 
431-9700 
MANCHESTER 
Mall_ of New Hampshire 
627-4600 . 
ao W/Ch. Compute<IUd R.-.,. I 
System remote automatically switches 
between music source with push of a button. 
Tuner displays actual station call letters. 7-band 
equalizer, 3 video inputs, 5 audio inputs. 
. •,.=~~~~~ ~= ~ 
- ' -: ' ., - -
. ----,,,.~---m 
(KRVf,3,6) •Reg. $460 .. ; ........................................... $329 
100 W/Ch sum,und Sound ft....;.,. I 
Stadium surround sound simulation includes 
rear-channel amplifier. Remote automatically 
switches music sources. 7-band equalizer, station 
· can· letter display, multipl~ ioputs.. :, ·. ' ' , · • 
- ~~ • ~ r 
_ .. ;~~; :- . -~-~~-.: ~-.i > '< ~ 
~ ' ., - --~,.;,...-~~-
(Kf;lV106) f:l~, $575 ........ :, ... ,,········· ·.·:,···:_-: ....... , .  :.:$399 
Programmable remote 
can control all your 
components! 
Remote is actually a small 
eomputer that can be 
programmed to duplicate 
the functidns of any 
infra-red remote control. 
So one device controls 
TV, VCR, cable box 
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.Editorial 
Resolution drains rights 
A new drug abd alcohol resolution has 
been presented by the Health and Human 
Services Council for the Student Senate's 
approval on Sunday. The purpose ofthe 
new -resolution is to clarify the existing 
University policy found in the student 
handbook. 'fhotigh this resolution may have 
been created with. good intentions, it is 
extremely abstract, guilty of the exact 
ailment it was meant to cure . . 
The resolution includes srn;:h vague terms than clarify tt. 
as "University living complex, student What makes the introduction of this 
organization or group" in which no one res?lution even more disturbing is the lac,k 
under 21 can enter the premises without of Jnterest by some student senators. · -
a parent or guardian. Alcoholic beverages · These senators, who are supposed to be 
cannot be served after 1 a.m .. The resolution represe.ntive of students' inte:-ests walked 
also gives individuals, groups or depart- . out throughout the Senate meet,ing and 
ments the right to make the rules, "more d_uring 1iscuss_ion of this r_esolution. By the 
stri~Pent in their distinct policies but never .-time discuss10n ended, there were not _ 
As a result, the resolution gives the 
· administration even more room to manip-
ulate its rules, leaving students' rights as 
legal adults further drained. It is an insulting 
· blow and a reminder of how unconstitu-
tional the rules already are. Once again we , 
are segregated from both faculty and 
administration on an issue based on the 
"University community" we a_ll share. 
less. enough senators to hold a quoturri. 
Yet another section reads that "the Students expect their representatives 
University of New Hampshire neither to 1:1-phold there rights at the very least. 
condones nor corndemri.s alcohol use in This resolution goes · beyond state and 
general All members of the University federal laws on alcohol use.,Just because 
community make decisions about their own this community is labeled~a "University 
·use of alcohol." community" does not give the adminis-
Stereo 
types-
To the Editor: . 
It has taken ; me fou.r y~ars to 
actually sit down and write a lette 
to the editor, probably because I 
have been repeatedly let down by 
this paper during my years here at 
UNH. Had I not bee.n personally 
misquoted I don't know if.-1 would 
·have had the motivation to respond. 
The. primary objective of the 
entire University is obviously ed-
ucation. It seems logical to me that 
the principle means of commun-
ication at the University, The New 
· . Hampshire,should be contributing 
. in any way they Qin, to enhance and 
1 not hinder the edm:ational process. 
At times the manner of publication 
· by The;New Hampshire is inap-
. · propriate and inconsistent with th,e 
objective of educating it's readers, 
whether they be students, faculty, 
staff or. adviinistration. 
I think it is fair to presume that 
most everyone is aware of the 
conflicts between Greek students, 
Pro-Greeks, Anti-Greeks, Non-
Greeks ... We all have our own 
opinions and are entitled to express 
them. However, it is my opinion 
· that a few -recent articles appear 
extremely biased as well as pres-
en ting information in an un-
. educated manner. I believ.e I am 
1 
qualified to address this issue not 
) only because I am a member of the 
{ Greek System ( and proud of it), but 
• also because as a Peer Educator from . 
' the Off ice of Health Education an 
Promotion, I have worked with the 
Greek System firsthand. 
In "Rebutting Greek Accusa-
tions" ( 4/ 1/88), Joanne Marino 
, made a fine attempt to take the 
-blame away from The New Hampe 
· shire. It was a long time coming 
and had to be addressed. My ques-
tion is, why are the members of the 
; Greek System,,.contim1ously iden-
tified, whereh . membership in 
-other student-organ1zations is rarely ·-· 
given much attention? It seems to 
be that Greeks are being mad! an 
' issue of-am:F_a.re· ·more "news 
' WO~•tJly~ _thaf.l o~r other students. 
The resolution blatantly contridicts itself · tr~tion or the Senate the power to keep 
and proves to further cloud the policy rather students from their rights as adults. 
at the University. 
Yes, you do identify others ( now 
anyway). Yes, the Gree~ System 
does have the potential to prove 
you wrong and make our organi-
zation a noble one- this is only one 
sign of the potential. And furt~er 
we have acknowledged our 
problems- at least we·~e dealing 
with them! . . 
This brings me to the ridiculous 
piece printed on the oppos·ite page-
"Greeks Pound Beers" in The New 
Hampster. It is actually malicious 
of the writer to use Greek letters 
in a slanderous way. Leading your 
readers to believe that TIT, DU<, 
PIG, or ASS are affectionate terms 
for us Greeks is impossible. The 
underlying sexual tones are de-
~eaning and detract from the · 
progress the Greek System has 
made toward eliminating sexual 
harassment. The stereotypical 
manner in which it is-written is 
offensive. A~yone, Greek or not, 
who has experienced a .35 or.49 
Blood Alcohol Level would not take 
pride in it. These levels are not 
something to joke about. Making 
light of such an issue is inexcusable. 
They are dangerous levels- coma 
and near death. 
Finally, the Greek System has 
worked hard toward alleviating it's 
· negative image, promoting in-
formed decision making, increasing 
their awareness and education, and 
reducing these life· threatening 
, incidents. By the way, if nobody else 
· has problem~ relating to alcohol, 
why is it that non-Greek guests 
continue to be the primary cause 
of problems while at Greek houses? 
And the Greek System is the only 
group or student organization that 
considers this issue important 
enough to mandate education for 
it's members! We are all in this 
together- Greeks are not the only 
people here at UNH that drink. It 
is time that the Greek System stop 
r~-ll~wing .th1s harassm.ent ana 
"pointing the finger" at Greeks-
we may be part of it, but_we are 
NOT all of the problem. 
Concerned, 
Kathy Dixon 
· Office of Health Education and-
Promotion 
. Mpha Phi sister 
) ' 
Blood 
"-To the Editor: 
Are we · to believe Jhat these men 
consider reproduction the sole ai.rp, 
the highest aspect of sexual or 
emotional love? In short, we are 
all here merely to continue pop-
ulating the earth, r.ight? It is, 
significant that MacIntyre implicitly · 
sees G6d' s design serving nnly one 
purpose- -reproduction-- and he 
cannot tolerate the idea that an 
preciously scarce treasure on this 
. planet, and one that deserves plenty 
of breathing room. 
Such visceral reactions to a 
demand for equal rights will, as we 
have seen in past struggles· for 
personal freedom, seem moronic 
to the largert society of the fo.ture. 
· Today I was convi!!_ced that ,, 
spring had returned to UNH as I I 
drove around and the cam pus was 
blooming with students in summer 
attire! I knew then that it wouldn't 
be long before the flowers came 
peeping througp to join you in this 
tantalizing season! 
Spring will soon bring another 
: visitor~~our "Love Mobile" with · 
its crew will also be coming so you 
can pass on your joy of life to those 
· alternative relationship could be · 
based on love, ano~he~ of God's big 
priorities. Ford, too; seems intent 
on centering our highest human 
achievement in the groin and 
ignores the, fact that love 1s a 
. My hope is that education and 
awareness will work to shriflk thac 
distance., helping 'ris to see each 




unable to enjoy spring the way you - .,,, ... ~~----------~---------------. .. 
can. . 
Because you are all such beautiful 
people, we wish to share your . 
enthusiasm and what better way 
than to hold "It'll be a Picnic'' blood 
1 drive beginning Monday, April 18th 
thru Friday, April 22nd from 12 
noon to 5 PM at your MUB! 
We too can surround you with 
the beauty of the season and other 
"spring things" before you leavf 
us for the summer months! 
See you soon!! 
Jarry Stearns 
Your Durham Red Cross 
Blood Chairperson 
Rights 
To the Editor: 
The results are in and it seems 
that one lesson coming out of 
- Gay/Lesbian Awareness Week is 
that the same machismo that de-
fended "boys being boys" last Spring 
is alive and flourishing around the 
issue of sexual .rights. Not only do i 
we have Dav.id MacIntyre declad-
ring that the. Almighty implicitly 
condemned homosexual love with 
the creation of, ah, "girls," we also 
have Paul Ford delivering his 
summary of homosexuality as if it · 
were a trend or a new business. "I 
see no future in it," he pontificates. 
"The reproductive system is not 
compatible to the homosexual's way 
of life." (TNH,_4/15/88) , 
ELIZABETH B. COTE, Editor- in -Chief 
i 
' JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor 
BRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor JAY KUMAR, News Editor 
MARKT. BABCOCK 11, ,Sports Editor CHARLES J. McCUE Jr.~ Sports Editor 
PETER TAMPOSI, Photo Editor. , ADDIE HOLMGREN, Photo Editor , 
SUSAN FLYNN, Forum ~_ditor ARTHUR LIZIE, Arts Editor 
KAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager 
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University Forum 
America has 
By Leslie Matthews 
. . 
What's so bad ab-tut capitalism anyway? Hasn'.t 
America done right by her people? Most people 
have jobs, and those that do, get paid for their work. 
Of course, you get a better home, and a better 
education, if you' re born into a higher income family. 
But we·all have equal opportunities in the U.S. 
The workers in the U.S., called "the labor force", 
are paid in dollars, which can be spent outside the 
U.S., though with substantially less purchasing 
power than a few ·y~ars ago. But most workers don't 
_ have to worry about spending outside the U.S. 
anyway. Imported products, made by atrociously 
-under paid third world workers, are on sale right 
in their neighborhood stores. 
Until quite recently, many American workers 
couldn't eat at certain lunch counters, or sit on certain 
bus seats, or even urinate in certain toilets in the 
United State~. And many were beaten and impri-
soned while attempting to exercise such human 
rights. Today, many workers still can't stay in some 
hotels, or shop in some stores, or live in some 
neighborhoods in the U.S. The Cost of these luxuries 
is prohibitive. These are for wealthy elites. 
Many of the better ·quality products for sale in 
America today, particularly in the electro
1
nics and 
automobile industries, are imported-- as is the case 
in the. Soviet -U niori. In fact, thanks to these goods' 
_popularity, and Reaganomics, America currently 
has the largest trade imbalance in its history. 
But so what? The important thing isn'.t whether 
people have American made cars and VCR's. The 
important thing isn't whether people can walk the 
streets at night, or find a job, or keep their family 
farm, or own· a home, or at least sleep with a roof 
overhead. The important thing is a strong military. 
With a strong military, we Americans can protect 
what a few people have-- and a lot of other pe~ple 
don't have. And .we can hinder our neighbors in 
Grenada, and Chili, anq. El Salvador, and Nicaragua, 
~;. who ar:e struggling to obtain what they don't have-
,;;.•. - a democratic economic system in which all families 
are guaranteed a decent standard of living. · 
But need we 0look so far from home to find people , 
who -lack a decent standard of living? According 
· · to the National Coalition for the Homeless, 3 million 
,people are currently without housing in the United 
States. They've been squeezed out of apartments 
because of rent increases and redevelopment (B: 
Kessler, Nation, 4/16/88 ). Or-they'vebeensqueezed 
.out of mental hospitals because of budget cuts, 
her falllts 
· without provisions for their future survival. These 
. homeless, poverty-level people may have difficulty 
plugging in th-;; color televisions they are rumored 
to possess. They may have difficulty finding carpets 
to clean with their vacuums, or driveways to park 
their new cars in. · _ 
And then there are the 12 million American 
chi'ldren and eight million American adults (9% -
of the U.S. population) who are undernourished, 
according to the Physician Task Fotce on Hunger 
in America (J.L. Brown, Scientific American, Feb. 
'87). There,__are the children from low-income 
,families who are twice as likely to be malnourished 
as children from middle-income families (ibid.) . 
There are the 14 million poverty level Americans 
who've been cut off from food stamps, and the 19 
million poverty level food stamp recipients, whose 
average benefit per meal is 49 cents (ibid.). 
Maybe America's version of capitalism isn't 
working quite the way we had planned. We skipped 
the feudal stage, got stuck in the capitalist stage, . 
and never bothered to share our enor·mous prosperity 
with the millions of people at the bottom of the 
pyramid, both at home and abroad. · · 
Nevertheless, we have the most important thing: 
our freedom-- unless we're one of the more than 
half a million people in prison in the United States, 
which contends with the Soviet Union and South 
Africa for the highest incarceration rates in the 
industrialized world (Progressive, 8/17/1987 p. 
16). · · 
So next time you think of the Russian people, 
don't hate them-- empathize with them. For no 
human economic, or political, or social system is 
flawless. And no amount of hate can solve the world's 
problems. U nder~tanding and compassion, cul-
- tivating solidarity and peace, can help. Struggling 
for political freedom, combined with economic 
ju,stice~ for all people, can help. _ . · 
Next time you ask-yourself what is wrong with 
the Soviet Union, ask yourself also what is wrong 
with America? Ask yourself how you can help to ~ 
make America more-humanitarian at home and 
less bellicose abroad. It won't save yo_u time; it ~ill 
require lifelong struggle and committment. But 
keep in mind the words of one of the greatest 
revolutionaries in human history: "Let he who is 
without sin, cast the first stone." 
Leslie Mathews is a graduate student of Plant 
Science. 
Screwed over. at UNH 
By Steven H. J~ry 
You begin, as a freshman: You don't know what 
is going on'. It's a new environment, you're just 
trying to get through that first year of school. Just 
learning w~at you like and don't like about UNH. 
You're a sophomore, just starting to burnout. 
The newness has worn off and you haven't been 
here long e1;1ough to "be on top." You have your 
group of friends. You join a few clubs, maybe go 
·Greek. You slowly learn how college classes and 
subsequently, college tests are run. 
Junior year. School's ~ind of "there", you hate 
the cops but don't know what to do. You feel 
oppressed by the administration as they manipulate 
you for more and more money which may be going 
to a good cause but you have no idea where it goes 
and thus, you are dissatisfied. You've run out of 
personal savings and you turn to Mom and Dad, 
.or excessive loans. You begin to work (possibly 
' for the University and in essence your tuition ends 
up paying your salary, therefore you work in order 
to pay yourself!). By now you know what you don't 
~ like, but you feel there is nothing you can do. 
Finally, I get to my point, Senior year. You know 
enough people on campus in enough different places 
_ ' to get some things changed for the better. You've 
" been screwed over by several teachers, advisors, 
Public Safety has given you enough tickets, the _ 
. Durham Police has hassled you unprecedently on 
. ½ ·-- .. I ' 
_ unli1E.1ted occasions, downtown monopolies and 
bookstores have overcharged you to the point where 
you have to take out a loan to buy books-and a can 
of soup, etc. .. You get my jist. Anyway, this has 
happened ·enough times for you to be mad enough 
to want to change the reality of the UNH experience. 
But forsooth (good y,,ord huh?), you're graduating 
in a few months and you don't really care or else 
you either can't or won't spend the time to actually 
do anything about all these problems. 
Sure you say, "I see what you're saying but w_ha-t 
about the Student Senate, they represent us don't 
they?" Well, yes if you consider an_ elitist club which 
the administration demeaningly tolerates and treats 
as children to be a political institution incapable 
of actual change or power. However, thiS' outcome 
is at little fault of their own. 
These, my friend, are a few of the reasons why 
I feel that I've been screwed over, you'v~ been 
screwed over and the people who come down the 
line will be screw.yd over as well. Therefore, I' d 
like to start an activist club for the everyday student 
to deal with these problems (just ·kidding, I don 't 
have time). 
Things may change if somehow this cy'cle is 
changed, but as it is, the students have little to say 
in the way the univ~rsity is run. 
Steven Jury is a senior Zoology major. 
Crisis 1, 
-- By T. Taylor Eighmy 
This is part rz:ine of fourteen environmental science 
and engineering articles appearing in a series span-
.· sored by the UNH Pride Committee. The series dis-
cusses important environmental issues that the 
UN H Faculty have expertise in and which have 
relevance to the UNH Community. . ' ' 
_ The United States is presently in the q1jdst _of 
ii solid- waste crisis of unprecedented proportion. 
~.Much· of the crisis is due to affluence: U.S. citizens 
generate 4 to 6 ·pounds of ga,_rbage and trasb per 
person .p~r da;y. In marked. contrast, oth~r affluent 
nations· such as Japan, Sweden, W-est Germany, 
and Switzed1nd generate only 2.5 pounds per person 
_per day. Much of the crisis in the U.S:-· is also due 
~ to lack of foresight: U.S. cities and towns produce 
more than 410,000 tons of solid waste daily. Over 
90% of this waste goes to landfills, many of which 
do no_t have provisions to protect groundwater. 
The leachate generated from this waste is an organic 
soup that contains toxic metals and organics. At 
this -time, closure of older landfills for compliance 
with state regulations has forced ever increasing 
· amounts of trash to be deposited 'in dwindling 
numbers of landfills. Governments at all levels 
have now hit the panic buttbn a decade too late. 
- At this juncture, three approaches can be used 
to alleviate the crisis. Yet, like many solutions to 
environmental crisis, they are not.without drawbacks 
or compromises. 
Recycling is often advo·cated as a means of solving 
the solid waste crisis. The glass, plastic, paper, 
and metal content in the garbage we generated does 
have monetary. value. Limited markets and lack 
of financial -incentive to recycle hinder this approach. 
Le-gislative endorsement of recycling programs 
can help: Yet, a fundamental problem remains . 
The garbage we generate can.not be ~omple~ely 
recycled. In Japan, where recycling is a necessity, 
50% of the waste stream can be recycled. -In 
progressive U.S. cities ·and towns, 25 % to 30% 
. is the norm. The remaining putrescibk and non-
separable material has · no market value .. Emerging 
technofogies to compost or anaerobically digest 
these wastes hold some promise, but the sheer 
. ! volume of this material requires additional solutions. 
The resource .recovery of steam or electric from 
. the· incineration of solid waste is a technology that 
has · received much attention recently in the press. 
Solid waste has one-third the BTU content of coal. 
Incineration reduces the volume of the waste by 
80% to 90%. Many communities consider this 
advantage of incineratio0. as the best means of 
avoiding a landfill space crunch. Critics of this 
technology cite significant health concerns with 
this technology. Toxic heavy metals like lead and 
cadmium present in the solid waste are enri~hed 
into the ash residues that remain after combustion. 
Incineration of solid waste, like other combustion 
processes, can promote the formation of very low 
concentrations of highly toxic halogenated organics 
such as dioxins and furans. These compounds can 
be emitted in the hot flue gases or remain in the 
ash residue. Recent advances in incineration 
technology suggest that these emissions can be 
further minimized. The residues from incfoeratioh 
still require special landfilling procedures because 
of health and environmental concerns about the 
residue. Experts ar~ still at odds about the toxicity 
of the leachate from the parent solid waste. 
·Source reduction, reduced packaging of consumer 
goods,· and household recycling are also advocated 
as the most effective ineans of alleviating the crisis. 
Some success' has been seen in programs in Oregon 
and New Jersey. Source reduction can significant_!y 
reduce the waste generation rate. However, this 
;ivenue requires high levels of Consumer awarenes~ 
and responsibility. As the cos.ts of waste disposa 
skyrocket and are passed on to the taxpayin.!: 
consumer, this approach may ,be more viable. 
As shown in other articles in this series, society 
must pay the price of afflu~nce. For the solid waste 
crisis, we will need the combined benefits of 
recycling, incineration and source reduction. It has 
already worked in Europe and Japan; it would 
behoove us to follow suit. 
T. Taylor Eighmy is a professor in Civil Engineer-
ing and Director of the Environmental Research 
Group. 
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She's a lawyer who broke two laws of her profession ... 
Never get involved witl, a juror and 
don't look for clues in dangerous places. 
Suspicion ... Suspense ... 
SUSPEcr 
TRI-STAR PICTURES PRESENTS A JOHN VEITCH PRODUCTION A PETER YATES f lLM 
· CHER DENNIS QUAID 
"SUSPECT" LIAM NEESON JOHN MAHONEY -JOE MANTEGNA '•"= JOHN VEITCH 
• ···~ ERIC ROTH •·-:DANIELA. SHERKOW -~ PETER YATES ',,,, 
R .. ;;;;[;:.~.;r•::;~;•. □□~ "" · , ... · .... , •. .,"_:·::::.~~: .A 
$1 · Students 
$2 Other 
7 PM ~& 9:30 PM 
Strafford Room 
• Randoin •Factor--· 
·•The A·storians 
· •Wooden Igloo· 
(formerly Ground Zero) 
· $ 3 Students 
.$5 Other 
~ ·.~~ 
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~v~'rf "ti is .G'ir I ..... . 
. ~\ , ·~·· c; , Friday''.L 
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Janet H. Bleicken: 
- ..... .: } 
"Monadnock 
Bul'ni~g_" . 
Janet Hulings Blekken dressed, she forces the picture 
"Monadnock Burning" on us, forces us to take it 
Currier Art Galleries, seriously and listen. 
Manchester "Standing Wolf" is a variation 
on the wolf theme; drawn from 
By Patrick Jonsson a?other angle, -,a more compas-
. Janet Hulings Bleicken, a s10nate one, as. by a naturalist 
New Hampshire artist now or a transcendentalist. It's a 
exhibiting in the East Wing of head-on view of-a ._ wolf meekly 
the Currier Gallery in Manches- drawing back from ,the viewer. 
ter, works mainly in acrylics and The -lines' and textures are 
pencil. Her paintings, some gentler. A soft, chalky pencil 
done in floor-to-ceiling can- was used and the shadings are 
vasses, are impressive (at le.ast · smoothly blended, unlike the 
in regards to size), but ifs her harassing blacking of "Cha__rg-
pencil drawings that set her ing."-The eyes express a sort 
-apart as an original artist. Her of wonderment, or the hurt that -
------ -- -- themes, of the struggles be- so often results from misunder-
L A d 
- ~ tween man and nature,. are old standings. The right paw, in an . 0 ~1e,J n . Le· mon-. D and'well-worn, but she does not O'Keefish way, is drawn as a 
. ., I . . . . . . . Ti_ 'On s-. get caught letdng the themes skeleton. It is as if the wolf is '.I."" express her views, rather she holding an j _njury out to be 
expresses herself through the healed. On the picture frame 
Love and Rockets with lasted about twenty mrnutes. dress up_and play games? Play- themes. (the drawings have custom 
The Mighty Lemon Drops Only on the jumpy, fast-paced ing to the crowd with The Ms. Bleicken paints along the frames that tie in with the 
Orpheum Theater, Boston · "YinAndYangAndTheFlower Bubblemen? Maybe. The Bub- foot-hills of the Mona.dnock in pictures,strengthentheaesthet-
Pot Man" and slow-train-a- blemen returned for the second Southern New Hampshire. Such ics and purpose of the pictures, 
Saturday, Apr~l 16 d · Abb. · h -comin' rumble of "Kandalini encore "Lazy" and proceeded renowne parnters as ott not Just t e presentations) a 
By Arthur Lizie Express" were they able to with sorrie comic interaction Thayer and John White Scott stylish villa is drawn: civiliza-
Saturday night's progressive~ synthesize their loud, dirge-like with the band. It's time for a have walked and painted this tion. The· civilization that 
pop _dou_ble bill at Boston's tendencies with catchy pop decision. mountain, often said to dval burned the-fur from,,the paw. 
Or-pheum Theater was a ·study melodies. Like Uncle Ben's Rice The Mighty Lemon Drops . Ftijiyam~ f~r the most painted And the civilization that won't 
in commitment: One band has "'and the little bear's porridge faced no major decisions Sat- _ mount~rn rn the world. The . bother to heal it again. The · 
a commitment, the other in .'The Three Bears," these urday evening; with their mountam now plays a large role ozone layer bleeds away. Rivers 
doesn't. This isn't passing judge- soags were just right, neither straight forward progressive . in Bleicken' s work, and she thicken with waste. Civilization 
ment on the quality of the two overcooked nor too raw, too hot pop, they're committed to one defines it and its heritage in her won't pull the thorn from the 
bands} only stating a fact. Into nor too cold. goal, success. They have all the own terms. wolfs paw. In this drawing, man 
the first category fell The . For the rest of the show, the · right tools to end up in the big But an even stronger area -of · is the agressor. Like· a good 
Mighfy Lemon Drops, steadfast- band straddled the fence be- league of British progressive her work, that · shows up niore . reporter, Bleicken tries to pres-
ly committed to a pleasing brand tween their rawer pist and their pop along with Echo and The than the landscape itself, are em both .sides of the story, but 
of bright, accessible pop. Into rosy future. The past: the show Bunnynten, The Cure, Julian the characters .that inhabit. it. as a good editor she selects the 
the ~econd fell the headliners began with a n~mber of slow, Cope,. and others. They w~ave Or, in ·rhe case <;>f the· wolves to subject matter to her rriatch her 
Love ·and Rockets, having a loud, no-nons·ense funeral bright, hook-filled melodies and whom many of these pieces are own feelings. 
diffic;utr time choosing between marches (including new runes actesible lyrics into a catchy, dedicated, inhabited. About There are several more fine 
the droning dirge-rock they: do "Motorcycle and Me" and sellable package. Plus, they have seventy-five years ago, the pencil drawiµgs·, but the eye is 
well and and the whimsy, hook- "Woke Up"). At this poin.t Love the right ha_ ircuts._ settlers of the region, burned caught by the widening gallery 
laden pop which is putting cash , much of the forest around the and the Goliath-sized canvasses 
in_their pockets. mountain to drive the wolves that hang there; these are 
Firs"t, Love and Rockets. The out. Bleicken,with these works, Bleicken's acrylic works. They _ 
problem facing Love and · documents arid shows us 'both are large and stylistic, with a 
Rockets is quite simple: Should sides of the struggle. There are knack for nailing down a main 
they s.ell out? These guys have paintings of wolves standing point. ·· 
the ability to make lots of money as shadows under a roof of In· "Corner of the,Land," an 
pumping our consumable pop; branches. There is a painting orange piece of tape, the kind 
it's always tempting to go for of the raising of a barn; men, used .by a surveyor to mark 
the bucks instead of staying true. wives and children stand proud- boundaries, wraps around a tree. 
Judging from Saturday's show, -ly by their progress. Who is The birches, dimly lit from 
the band still haven't made up right she seems to ask. She states evening light, bend as if blown l 
their minds how they want to facts but leaves it to the viewer by criss-cro_ssing winds. They 
play the game. The obvious to determine. . - a-re, through Bleicken's skilled 
choice is to do both pop and "Cha.rging WoH," a pencil· mix of purples, greens and black, 
-dirge but, unfortunately, except Love and Rockets: Kevin Haskins, Daniel Ash, and David sketch drawn from a defensive a shiny, gun-metal grey. The 
for the lucky few (Neil Young, J.. (Fin Costello photo) poin
1
rdohf viewd, as an earhly settler trees even look like curved gun 
The Beatles, Dylan etc.), plu- wou ave rawn it, s ows the barrels propped against a wall 
rality is not rewarded in rock and Rockets didn't pander to- · Lazy journalism aside, the . wolf as the attacker, the dust- This feel is enhanced by the 
and roll. These three guys have pop tastes; consequently, the easy comparison for the band's particle of evil jamming the perspective of the painting. (All 
a rough decision on their hands. _ crowd was stunned. Most stood performance is Echo. Both circuits of progress. The picture her paintings have a very flat 
Love and Rockets' past is in gapped-mouth, starry eyed bands are rather impersonal could be an illustration out of quality with no shadows, pasting 
root~d jn dirge/ dance rock amazement as guitarist Daniel while in the act of creating a Jack London story. It is shown . the objects into space. Perspec-
(quite explicable seeing as they Ash waxed rhaspodic on feed- driving,- swirling pop songs; horizontally, . as if turning rive is represented solely by the 
rose from the ashes of dirge- back, bassist David J. rumbled about a minute into every song, around from being driven back, sizing of-objects.) The survey· 
meisters Bauhaus); the band's down_ low, and d~ummer Kevin I half expected The Mighty and the left eye is consequently marker is a blemish in the · 
popularity is in pop ("Ball of Haskms methodically pounded Lemon Drops to break into ,,i hollowed out with a stark shad- painting, standing out awkward-
Confusion" "No New Tale To the rhythms. There was .little chorus of "Villier's Terrace." ow. The spine hairs, as a dog's ly as an undomesticated animal, 
Tell" "All In My Mind"). If they dancing in: the aisles as the band . As with early Echo, The Mighty do when it rears up against an like a ferret stands out against 
tater to their loud, brooding tastefully moaned on. It went Lemon Drops .need a bit more enemy, are quilled on edge. The a leather couch or a carpet. Out 
side, as they did in the early part over the crowd's head diversity in their set before they lines are jagged and harsh; as of place. The painting's state- . 
of the show, they alienate a lot The future: Before the band break beyond the inevitable ·if the viewer was sketching in ment is implied, not stated 
of the audience, as they did in apeared they presented The Boston-New York-Los Angeles haste as the wolf charged. These bluntly, and forces you to listen: 
the early part of the show; if Bubblemen, a·group of roadies circuit; songs such as ·"Inside lines shading in the mass and man intrudes here, intent on 
they play more accesible pop, dressed in over-sized black-and- Out" are enjoyable, but if all your form of the animal's . frame destruction. · 
as they did iJ:?. the latter part of white bee-like costumes. The songs sound like that, you could speak ·a language of thetr own, The rest of the paintings are 
the show, they please the fans Bubblemen were entertaining run into some trouble. No a language full of fear and all well-done, but they have a 
, but lose some punch, as they did while miming rap tunes (Love trouble Saturday though, as they misunderstanding. These lines quality that implies they are not , 
in the latter part of the show. and Rocket~ material n?t on got called out for an encore from are the st_rength of Bleicken's simplistic as a reach for expres-
Is there a happy medium? reco~d), but 1t seemed a b1t too the usually tough brpheum work. Her drawing skill far 'out- sion (like the simpleness of a 
~ · · . . cuts1e for a band which rose crowd. As Echo once said, The . does h~r painting, and with the Van Gogh) but as a cover-up for 
Yes. U hfortunately for the ~., from the death rock of Bauhaus. Mighty Lemon Drops are "Go- quality of. the presentation, how not beigg able w- reach further _ 
band, the happy mediu'~ onty · Do Love and Rockers want' to ing Up." . · the. lines are sha,ped and ad- . _ART, p~ge 22 - . · ·· · · 
-
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By Mark Miller 
Creativity in the nick of time 
seems to be Passion Fodders' 
• talent. Fat Tuesday is one of 
those not-so musically brilliant 
releases that manages to come 
off as being relatively creative 
in spite of frequently monot-
and vocal energy like the shout-
ing chorus ''Fat Tuesday!" in 
"Mar& Gras." 
Passion Fodder's instrumen- · 
tal arrangement is comparable . 
to that of many southern style 
bands, with straight forward 
guitar, occasional bottleneck 
leads, and a so.lid bass. The 
drumming is uninventive but 
danceable. 
- onous chord patterns. Passion While Fat Tuesday is definite-
ly not a masterpiece, it has one 
evident virtue that lends Passion 
Fodder some credit. T-he band 
sounds like an original. There 
are no traces of influence from 
other more pop~lar- bands. The 
group has a lot ·of room to 
expand with their talent as long 
as they are not type..:cas.t. With 
the energy and inspiration that 
seems to come so much from 
within themselves th~ band has 
have the power to move for-
~wing Muses: Leslie Langston, Kristin Hersh, Tanya Donelly, and D_avid Narcizo 
(Millicent Harv~y photo) 
Throwing Mµses: 'Tornado 
Throwing Muses 
House Tornado 
House Tornado, the band's a very danceable, high ern;rgy 
breed o.f music .. But the music 
could not stand on its own. -The · Sire Records 
Fodder makes a lot out of a little. 
In songs like "Luz Blanca" 
and "In the Echo" the music is 
consistently basic yet displays 
pure, unadulterated guitar qual-
ity and a semi-ca jun vocal fresh-
ness. Along with these i;-edeem-
ing characteristics, Passion 
Fodder has a talent for inter-
esting and occasionally comical 
lyrics such as "a means to her 
end" in the whimsical "Skin 
Poetry." The band also has a 
knack for timely accentuation ward. · 
By Mark Miller 
· second release on Sire Records 
( they previously released and 
EP in Eng.land available only 
on import in the U.S.), is a 
compilation of very original 
tunes adorned by Hersh's· neo-
beat poetics. At times the music 
·is so harsh in its mockery that 
it approaches unbelievablity, 
but House Tornado h~s a per-
sistent underlying air of deep 
sincerity, gilded in cynicism, that 
rhythms and biting guitar riffs 1----------------------'---------
are too monotonous. But one -}I A 1 ~ L /7 Take a picture of life, paint 
it abstractly, and convert it 
dir~ctly to music. Throwing 
Muses manages to perform this 
feat with astonishing ability. 
House Tornado presents itself 
as an intriguing array of poten-
outstandingfactaboutHouse LY1_l O_~oer LON. ___ raue-
Tornado is that the musical O • 
monotony appropriately com- . 
pliments the obscure art of ' 
Hersh's nervously poetic vocals. 
The end result for this Boston-
based. band is n.o doubt an 
abstractly unique, artisitic ex-
pression. 
>I tially insi~uous art, combining 
dark, cynical poetry with bor-
derline insane accompaniments. 
Along with lead singer Kristin 
Hersh's 1_!1.~cking vocal lilt, the 
music comes off as purdy odd 
but definitely effective; iconoc_-
lastic and subsequently intrig-
uing: 
· makes the effort comph~tely 
worthwhile. · 
Musicians Kr,istin Hersh (vo-
cals, guitar, and songwriter), 
Tany~ Donelly (vocals, guitar), 
Leslie .Langston (bass), and -
David Narcizo (drums) create 
Throwing Muses may be a 
force strong enough to revolu-
tionize the music scene. If not, 
House Tornado is at least a 
powerful step in the right 
direction. 
"NH Notables Spring Concert 
The New Ha1Dpshire Notables, led by soloist Colleen Krenzer, pictured here singing 
. ''C;I#orn}a~o-;;a~iµ','' ·p;/fonned recently at Disneyland inAnaheim,CA. TheN~tables 
.· c~o-·be 'See·n in their~pr,ng Concert on' Saturday, April 23 ' in Murkland 110. Tickets are 
-~-~Jg4tp~-~ u for non~~ ~ -~ -~ . . ' . - .. .. . ., . ' 
\-~EN 'REASON~ WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN THE NEW IIAMPSBDE: 
.--1.. Coffee 2. You can watch the sunrise 3. The lovely smelling photo chemicals 4. Access . 
. to highly confidential, top-secret university gossip 5. To impress your Mom 6. Because 
' it bsats the Student Press 7. Because you can make fun of Styx 8. -Because you like lvSing 
. battles to an overbearing computer system 9. Power and prestige 10. More coffee ' · 
1New-,Y orker Tony Kushner is directing the UNH Theater 
·JPtoduction of Brecht's Mother Courage and Her-Children . . rlle production runs April 22-30 in the Johnson Theater. Tickets 
i• _~!~lable through the UNH Ticket Office ·at 862-2290. · 
----.ART-----
(conti11-ued £rpm page 21) 
with the medium. This may not 
be true, but that is the feeling. 
The two best works, both 
drawings, turn away from the 
animals and focus on the settlers 
that drove them out. Bleicken . 
I ~ 
cl?:i_ldren. The man on the left, 
his right hand latched firmly 
into his suspender, looks se-• 
ri_ously at something behind the 
viewer. 
turns as a Holocaust documen- Another painting dealing 
tary would turn, away from the with the s~ttler heritage j__s 
Jews to have a look at the Nazis, "Mother and Child." Outside 
what they believed., and why. a traditional New England -
She tries to see their point of home, grey in the shadows of 
'view, too. a soft pencil, stand sprouting 
"Barn Raising" depicts cart- spring-time trees. A mother and 
loads of rural settlers standing, her boy stand against one of the 
as if posing for a pictµre;in fro~t trees, barely perceptible at first, 
of the barn frame they have and look out at us. The mother 
raised. The figures are well- has her hand at her side. The 
drawn and Bleicken has used · bqy leans into his mother with 
pastels to set fire t-o the back- his hands poked defensively in 
ground with the oranges and their pockets. On the frame is 
- reds of a sunset. The outline o.f drawn a color map ot the Mo-
agoatlooms likea shadow above nadnock region, with Bowler-
the barn, a symbol for the ville and Gilham Pond included. 
dominance of the home-stead. Somewhere on the map the 
The cus·tom frame brings the mother and son stand. Some-
faces in the drawing into focus. where on the map Bleicken lets 
There are farmers and wives·.md ~ ·us- glimpse· at their lives. ,,. -- - 0 -
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I 
IS PLEASED '·T·o·-' ... .. , . . ANNOUNCE ... . 
A. COURSE \ 
HUMANITIES 512: JJ0UBT, REASON, AND IMAGIN4.TI0N: 
.THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION & THE ORIGINS OF MODERN CULTURE 
An examination of the art, literature, · 
. philosophy, and science in the worlds of 
the High Renaissan_ce and of the .Enlightenment 
Feam~taught. by: · 
.-
Prof. Shigehisa Kuriyama, History of Science, History Dep~ 
Prof. Christopher Haile, Comparative Literature, English Dept. 
Prof. Charlotte Witt, Philosophy, Philosophy Dept. 
· Prof. Patrida Emison, History of Art, The ' Arts Dept. 
, ; . / • , . ,.~ts" '~ ., . . ·/ "'~:;.. __ ., ,< ' ; . 
AN INNOVATIVI COURSE . 
In -registering for the course, students will felect a discussion 
section in one of the four disciplines- -art, English, history, or 
philosophy. Each section -· satisfies a. specific General Education category: 
512A arts: Fine Arts, category 6 
512B English: W arks of Literature and Ideas, .category 8 
, ' 
512C history: Historicq,l Perspectives, category 4 
512D philosophy: Philosophical Perspectives, category 7 
Students are thus allowed to concentrate on a particular 
· discipline ~hile receiving an integrated g'eneral ed~cation. 
FALL SEMESTER 1988 
MWF 10:10-11, HS 127 Tues. 
Fri. 11:10-12 512A, PCAC A202 
512B, Pett 215 
. 512C,McC210 
512D, Murk 203 
LIMITED ENROLLMENT · 
Sponsored by the National 
Endowment for the Humanities 
For more information call the Advising C~nter (862-206.4) 
, or the Humanities Pr,ogram Office (862-3724) · 
_,. 
, I 
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MOTHER GOOSE & GR.IMM 
-BLOOM COUNTY 
YfJV/ YOV . ' ' 
lfll/t.l?()IIPS' ~mu. 
tH6 INTO 1H€ CIIT" 
/JEING NOM/IIRTEP 15 H/5 
5ECONP 8/INIINA MJM tJ€ 
10 II . Pf,.UMe. 




.·j"6-l 00'"0-lE RACE--W~ ' 
BAMDAGE6 COME OFF, ' 
N~L-~ 
1UA1 EVEN\1-lG l'l/>-<;AL-
5LM\~ A~D oAt-AS , .. u<; 
,wAv,o V\Ct"ORY .•. 
· Calvin orid Hob·bes .. · 
wow, 1' \)AAt{lQ\I\ 
JET! I °'NT 
WMT UNT\l 1rs 
OONE! 
by Mike Peters 















.•.... , ............... , 
• • • • ·• . -· . • • • • • • . . .
• • 
.  . 
•· • • • • • . . 




• • • • • • • .. 
:::•····· 
:, .. :-:-::': .. 
............ -·........ . 
-.-.-.·:·:'::.:_:,:.:.:_: . 
aredeji~head!~ . 
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- ' , i~000000000000,000000~0~,~ • , . . 'l ', . 
0000000000°0 . · 0"600,00000000 
M-ED ... EA 
O 
. . ; , . 
0 . . · : . .· ·. l . . . J 
0 0 
0 ~~~.::_ O· . 
·O ~--- 0 
·, - :. ·, 0 0 
. - . . · •' -··:·· . ··. 0 0 
Directed by -Pier Paol9 Pasolini - ,. 8 . . 8 , 
and starring g-· 8 
0 0 
Callas in dramatic, non-singing .r_ole , 8 · .. }:\\\l,.: ·g . 
Tues./W ed.·:· April 19-20. . . 
Murkland 11_0 7 p.m. 
, Adniission~ 
$1.00 students - Bring 
.. UNH I.D.. _,, ·•:;:• 
0 0 
0 0 ·\ .8 0 ' 
0 · · 0 
· 8 8-
0 0 
· . § Questions 862-1494 § 
,. ' · o o 
0 ****************************' 0 0 0 
0 . 0 
; Sponsorea· by.: Italian Film Series 




· .·· ALL PR 
' C ;, ' <~ : ,,,'; ~ 
. . . 
·ENTRY FOR 
SCORPIO'S·, 
; : \),/: . . 
f1:§, l ('../' . . - . . 
E,::5 1'.AL OLYMPICS · , .... · . 
.. month , \ler~~f~s to ... 
::.:! The.Walt', ltrts;Itlouth · .... 
''
1¢ Cam.eral · '. nated by T&C, Rivers Camera 
.·· rpio' s ·Gilf,.;:;ertificate ·· · · 
. \}\,~ ' . 
f\VAILABLij'.<:J'~•T LAMBDA CHI ALP·HA, 
i · DININ - . LLS. (ALSO DAY OF RACE!) 
-
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roa •. , 
10n. 
·Pre-approved·credit &~0-cash back. 
. ':'\-" .. .. --- ·· ... 
\\- ' 
Tempo 
If you've received or \rill receive your bachelor's degree 
from a 4-yearcollege, or graduate d<;gree from an accredited / 
institution between October 1, 1987 and Jamiary 31, 1989, yoL1 
ran qualif\ for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. -
\Ve can give you pre-appr6ved credit through Ford Cr~dit 
and $400 cash back that can he used as a down payment on your 
, new Ford. Onlv if vou buY one of the new Ford cars or trucks 
listed below and only if y<·rn take delivery by December 31, 1988. 
Ask vour dealer about other retail incentives which mav be . . 
available, too. 
• For more information, call this toll-free number: 
l-800-321-1536.,Or see your New England Ford Dealer today. 
t•s~ 
' -~ 
Escort (;'J' Escort 
Mustang Taurus 




I■ FORD I New England Ford Dealers . . No one knows New Englanders~ 
/ 
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Freaker Patrol 
SuPFt,£T AL 60R€ r oo. _ · 
CRltl'I 'IOU ~u<..O & 
--ro u01t 1-0R J'"ErSf :r~rv! 
. D£'1'0CAATIC Rt A(<:- RVNN€R 
.. AL 60R€ PICKED VP A 
KE'I f/JDORSf,f'Y)flJ( i'ODAY 
fflorn · 1'11£ J.10TED mov1€ 
ALIEN "'/ODl1 .'· WE h 
I-JAVE ')ot>A LIVE" IN o.B. 
l-US- Atv6ELES sruo, O 
WHB<f J.l£ Wll..t.' fEU.,. VS · 
Wli'i 1-Jc ·Jl.Wom:I At. ·· . \r: . 
@ 
-HACKS HALL 
HEY! I kNOW YOUi 
YOU PUSHED ME AROUND 
LAST W££K ! WELL1 I'Li.. 
GET EVEN WITH YOtl! 




\V\A\N_ S1.R£ ET 
FRA,MAN Mt:E\5 T\i( 
UL1 \MA1€. SuPt:RVILLAIN 
TH\5 WE.£.K •· • • • • • • 
THE. c".At-r00N ,s-r: 
· Yii:i
1
·wsLL YA' pow1 ScA,f\£ 
M~ VA' W\'t"\f', X'LL Pu.L 




•· by _Michael F: Dow~ -
:L .U,IJ ONL'/. RESPOND "-
'/3\./ SAV 1N6 LE:T's JIAV€ 
moRE R€SffS 'PlcCtS 
MD LESS . ED IY)££SES. 
~: 
BY _ ]O/:iN H/RTLE ! 
HONESTLY &ENE✓ 
. I 1/\1 so RR y I EVE!? 
BUMPED JNT O YOU. 
NOW SETTLE VOWJ\J! 
HEY GAMGJ W l LL 
tRA,~A~ 6LO,W 
PiWAY W\THTH,£ 
R(5T _o~ TH05£. 
t R~ S(R · 1)R6f>P fttGS, 
O'(Z. WILL H£ S~ftW 
RRWl--YD ~LL SUM 
t -MER. P.~D SHOW 
\-115 SILL~ FACE: 
~,~ ~ f"A LL -~ I I • ? . I 
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Universi 
SUPERGUY ,(' by I{urtKrebs· .. · .> '' ' ,,, ' . . ) 
HEY Al It{ , I AIJ10S r fOR60 T 
TOflfOw YOO WHAT r 
rocmo otJ EA~ TEil. ---
I Pt>T IT !aJ HE le. 
- 50McWHERE". · o H 




· IT TAU«' 
Of (OORS6· ! TA-Ul,-Y0()6ec/tS 
14>.'\JE N'l" YOCJ EUEtiSEe-AJ, , 
AR'Al)ICH. IH6f4-TWIN~R/J·8~. 
I I OH GOOOY, ·. 
~!cJPRISE. 
- \ 
HEY RUBY, ::c ,WEL-l.. \.\ELL.9 
WANT '(OU , 0 - iHERE f=URRY 




MEET ouR. ot-Je, l"TS MY IN-
WELL, . HEAR - HEAR 
Boe., l't-'\ SO EXT-REI'-\· 
ELY G1t>t>'( iO BE 






II ERE'~ OcFO~ 





,, TH€ BOB ' AND 
"TOM SHOW II 
(]{]@,rfJ g 
BYiHE WA'-( 
o~, WITl-\0\.rT A DOUBT 
MY fRIEND ,TOt-'\ ... IT 
J'I..IST. MA\<.ES Me ,1tJGi..E 
f=ROM HE.At:1-TO-it>E 1'0 
BE IN '(OUR PRESENCE, 
A FINE '(OU~& PRIMATE,BOB 
Yes, Bl.lt>t)'( TOI"\, HE·S' 
TOPS ON MY E_'JOLUT-
IOtH\RY LIST~ , 
RIG-lff 608 1 ll1>,,.,.....,..,.,r.r.::,nnr.=7.L 
All SCHOOLS ARE NOT CREA TED EQUAL 
A major difference between public schools in New HamPS.hi)J:boils 
down to the amount of'funding communities contribute to ect~qation. 
· Teachers' salaries are one of many components affected byt~f fund- . ·•·· 
ing system, which almost entirely relies on ·local resources. / ••· · .• ··.• ._. 
· · Some schoql districts .believe that. quality ;~y attr~9~. :quali!Y \ ·. · 
teachers, resulting in quality educa,,t.iqn. Othe·r Qi~~fiJ:J§, h-~~~r~ .. don't ·• .. •.• 
, ~l~e:;e 1~~~~~ts~c;hh;~f /:!/'a~~~~r i~}bFciii"~ee,( 
can earn $15,000 in one districtijdct~20,400 in an.~!.Q~ti;on:lmytl'ity,; t 
A new teacher with a master'~tlwre$. can eg(!!):$}5il-it)one·giitttQt,{; 
'...:':• 
and $22,100 nearby. 
An experienced teacher with a master's degree can earn a maximum 
of $21,840 in one district and $36,083 elsewhere. Reaching that top 
~ala~-J~Yr:l., however, can tak~ anywhere from 6 t.o 27.-y~ars., <;1ependin~- · 
on ~~~t;•~t~ry sche9yl,j1 district offers. -· · - . · · 
Tl;~at.iti,al Edu~ii~~{~~ociation ~ New Hampshire, an affiliate of 
the ·mq~on,'S large,l teac~;,· union and professional association, 
b~IJ.y:¥~# :~o~.9 l~~o.her~ •~r~ )Vorth good pay. . · . 
_.;·fff~,,~-ij~f;~~:ti;~i~t1t~~~r~f~~ ~~dc~0;r~~~!~!;~.~~ b;~itrifi? 
. . . . i/1ir:: 
TEN. LOWEST SALAR1l!S : l w(JftiHESalutuUt, ~!,'~!~Ml(,l are the 10 highest and lbwest max, ~fl\Wr,:rl ~~laries teachers can earn according to steps -
IA 1111, Salary 
Andover .. : . .. . $15,000 
Westmoreland .. $15,300 
Alton .......... $15,319 
Milton ......... $15,400 
Marlborough . . $1 ,5,550 
Chesterfield ... $15}00 
Colebrook ... · .. $15,705 
Hinsdale .. , . .. ·$15,800 
Unity .......... $15,950 
Lyndeborough .. $16,200 
.; . ~all ;~~'~/\?:'.; 
·•·••,· .. : .•.•. : u·•·i·•···:· ·•;. '.;·,~.:.i st r,;.;· ··•~ .•. :.•.• ~·•·:•·••:····•·.,.·.··.·.  ...•. ·.:·.·.· '*.:.;_:, •. :.1.$\: .·:o;'.·.·,•·4/0,/0'·• '.' ii{~;";;~~ ,, '"ii,!!i'¥o·~1:~f ~~~::i~e!~:i;.:~;~:~~ Andover . ...... $15,900, auu vu , §i~b&ast .+):i~;'.) !~k.i 00 .;~ittto:ugh teachers can sometimes 'earn high.er 
~~:~~0;~~~~ ·. · .. :: :;~~i~ ;~~f#Jjf'.\\~~t";j ~-t~=~~:i~~;;~i;~{f f J~~h;r~~; 
Westmoreland .. $16,300 'Hudson . .. ,:. ; ;,> $2l,300 their total career earnings will be. 
~~;~t f j!!!! l ~:11: ~,i~~1'.!l\liii ,~iiii~f ~:lli:ii1 
Unity/13 .. , , . , . . $24,750 AmhersV16 , , , $34,435 
WHERE WOULD 
YOU RATHER TEACH? 
?inchester/20 .. $25,050 Lebanon/15 .. , $34,411 
9rookline/16 , .. $25,500 Bedford/13 ... $34,236 
Chesterfield/14 . $25,600 Salem/13 , , , , . $33,896 
Winnisquam/12, $25,663 Hanover/14 . , , $33,889 · 
This data was cpmpiled by N EA-NH Research. For more infor-
mation, contact nea ® ' ' 
New Hampshire 
103 N, State St., Concord, NH 03301. (603) 224-7751 
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. ''• 
-, ,Jll;JN9 AWARE 
-·· .. ·'::TAKING CARE ·-·'. -
: AIDS-AWARENESS· WEEK 
. APRIL 17 -· APRIL 24 
, . 
'" Sun: E,vening service an·d ben-efit 
. co·nc,ert ... · · . , · ·. ·. .. · · · 
Mon~ 1Mo_vi~s & award w_inning ~t~Y · 
Tues: Living with AIDS - a personal 
account 
Wed: The facts about AIDS -
· speaker and panel · 
. . . -
' ' 
Th~r: Homophobia workshops 
Sun: Candlelight mar_ch and 
evening services 
FOR MORE-,_INFOR_MATJ.ON 
CALL ·THE 'O -FFICE OF 
HEAL TH EDUCATION AND 
PROMOTION 
862-3823 
SENIOR SAVER COUPON 
.CATCH THE "SENIOR SENSATION" 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW,. HAMPSHIRE 
STUDENT' CONDUCT 
SYSTEM 
NEEDS STUDEN.TS,' FACULTY -AND 
STAFF. MEM.B...E.R.S, ... TO SE.Ry~ ,_ AS 
BOARD· ·MEMBERS AN;D· STUDENTS 
<• ' • ~ ' • ...., 
TO SERVE ·As AD.VISORS FOR THE 
' ' 
1988-89 ACADEMIC YEAR -· 
, Based on the recommendations of the Judicial Task Force· and 
the Stuc/.ent Senate, The Conduct System will be signif,cantly different 
next year in terms of structure and procedures. ~e are seeking . 
undergraduate students, and faculty and staff members who are 
committed to helping students learn to be ·responsible memb'ers 
o_f the co•fY!munity through an educational' and fair conduct hearing 
process. We are looking to fill positions on all boards, including 
Residential Area Boards, Student 'brganizait-on Board, .University 
Conduct Bo.ard and Appeals Board. 
Board membershJp and advisor positions· provide faculty, staff, 
. and students with the ability to affect ,the learning environment 
and community on campus. In addition, students will gain skills 
in questioning and liste,:>ing, and decision making. . · 
Applications will be accepted until Friday April 22 at 4:30. 
Interviews will occur during the week of April 25th. Questions 
sho~ld be direct,ed to the Office of Student Affairs, x 2053. , 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS AT STUDENT 
AFFAIRS 
TJ-iOMPSON .HALL- FIRST FLOOR 
-~ PAGETHIRW:: THE NEW HAMP-SHIRE TUESDAY, APAH:. l9, 1988. : .. 
OOLRICH-
REG 14.95 to 39.09 
NOW 11.95 to 31.00 
· . Mill Road 
. ' N".ES s· Durham, NH 0382 · ER . . . _ ((x.)3) 86&-558 
RAILS :. 






FACULTY FROM-PHILOSOPHY: POL~ _ 
ITICAL SCIENCE, & HUMANITIES LOOK 
AT THE PROBLEM OF JUSTIC~ IN 
ANTIQUITY,- MODERNITY, AND THE 
AMERICAN R_EGIME. . . . , 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL: 
. WARREN BROWN 
HUMANITIES PROGRAM COORDINATOR · 
. 862~3724 ; 
~ -. _ · - '(PNL y OFFERED ONCE EVERY FOUR VEA~.S) 
'\ 
\ 
All Student~ Who Received -A Betw~en Hall _ 
· Room Draw Priority Number And Did Not 
Choose A Room During The In-Hall Process 
Are Reminded That: · · 
. ' ~· . 
I BETWEEN HALL ROOM DRAW 
\ WILL .. BE HELD WEDNESDA v·, 
APRIL 20, 1988 F;ROM 5:00 PM - 9:30. -
PM IN NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL 
You Will Receive Instructions For Your Specific 
Arrival Time Through The Mail If You Have 
. Any Questions Call 2120. 
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·CLASSIFIED 
2 female non-smokers needed for fal-1 
semester, to share room in NEW condo 
with view iq Dover 6mi from campus, $300 
per mo. - Call Jenn 868-9780. 
1984 Toyota Hi-Lux pick-up truck with 1987 
CAP: very good condition. 4-speed. $3950 
or best offer. 868-5122. 
'Tl Cheyy Impala. Runs great! Perfect 
summel° cruising boat. $700 or best offer. 
Call 659-7782 for more info. 
Hampton Beach three bedroom house- Golden Retriever puppies, AKC, Ready 
fully furnished fo.r 1988-89 · sem~ster · to (:Jo t9 April. Call 742-6901 ask f~r Nancy 
periods. _Reasonable rent $425 call at (617) or Rick. 
.851 -.0747 
DUPlHAM- Furnished single bedrooms 
with shared bath for female students only. 
Available for 1988-89 academic year. 
Private entrance. Ten minute walk from 
T-Hall. $1000 per semester incl_uding 
utilities' Call 868-2217 after 4 pm. 
4 or 5 people needed to sublet apartment 
in Durham starting June 1. Call Sherin, Jen 
or Barbara at 868-9711_ 
Wanted: 1 non~smoking, quiet, neat female 
to share bedroom in spacious condo in 
Durham for Sept- 88. A 5 minute wal,k to 
campus. $255imo pius utilities . Call Alison 
868-1940 
Summer rental 2 bedroom/2 person apt. 
Available May 23. 5 yr old apt. CIE3an and , 
excellent condition. Fully furnished, car-
peted, bay window, country setting about 
2 .fj ·miles from camlus. No pets, non-
smokers, $435/mo plus utilities. Security 
·deposit and lease 
Fall rental duplex unit available Aug 28th. 
Fully furnished, carpeted, bay window. 3 
year old unit, clean and in very good 
cooditioh. Country setting about 3.5 miles 
from campus. No pets, non-smokers. 
$750/mo plus utilities, security deposit 
ane:J lease. 
Cute place! We need one female to share 
our 3 bedroom apt from June -May. C-:ill 
Heather or Lisa: 7 42-8483 
-1979 VW Rabbit, 4-speed, red, fuel injec-
tion, new parts, rebuilt engine, $800, Dan 
868-3385. 
Liquidation Sale - '87 Yamaha TW200 like 
' ~ew condition. 500 mi, Excellent commuter 
vehicle for male or female $1400 7 49-667 5 
after 9 pm. 
Ride a Horida Rebel!!! 250 cc, 1986, bought 
new in '87. Garage stored : Great shape! 
Asking $1000. Call Craig at 868-2040 after 
7 pm. 
1980 Toyota Corolla SR-5 Liftback. AC, 
p/s, rear wiper, moonroof, stereo, mint 
condition. Only 65,000 miles. $2900. 659-
2665 
SUMMER STUDENT COORDINATOR 
needed for International Studetn ORien-
tation. PReparatory work mostly in June, 
alittle in July, and full-time August 21-29. 
Good organizational skills essential ; ex-
. perience with foreign studetns useful but 
not esential. Job is compatible with holding 
Fall rental two bedroom/2 person apt another summer job, but must be-staying 
available Aug 28th. Fully furnished and · in or near Durham. Pay is $400. Apply ASAP 
Cq,fpeted. Bay window, 5 yr old apt- clean at-Dean of Students Office, f:;luddleston 
and" excellent condition . Country setting Hall .or call 862-2050 for more information. 
about 2.5 miles from campus. No pets, non- SUMMER OPPORTUNITY- fine, residential 
smokers, $500/mo plus utilities. Security camp for ,girls in VT. seeking women 
deposit and lease · couselors/instructors, mid-June thru mid-
Summer rental 2 bedroom/2 person apt. August. Gymnastics, tennis, sailing, riding, . 
available May 23rd. 3yr old apt, clean aAd 'canoeing, waterfront, drama; ceramics, 
excellent condition. Ft:iliy ·furnished; car.- arts and crafts,, field sports, tripping _ 
peted, bay window. Country setting about . ·· · instructors. Non smokers, gbod character, ·. 
3.5 miles froAf' campus: excelie'iit for grads :, · and love: of children. Call or writ'e Loche.am 
or faculty. $645/mo plus utilities. Security Camp, Box 500 Post tyiills, VT 05058. 802-
deposit and lease. - 333-4211 . 
I, 
SUMMER STUD E N'T· COOR O I NA TOR . Quiet female writer, commencing graduate IMl?ORTANT ~ anyori~ interested in h.?,vlng ·. 
needed for International Student :Orien- study in Septem·ber, seeks apart- PHYSICS 401.-·402 reinstated this SUMMER-: 
tati'on. Preparatory work mostlyi in June, _ ment/cottage/rbom in a peaceful , country .contact Tina at ~ 42:-4763 or leave: yoyr 
a little in .July, and full-time August 21-29. ·setting. If you .can ·help, please call collect name. at Room J 4 in the library IMME-
Good organizational skills essentia.l; ex~ · 1-207-371-2500. .. · ··- GIAiELY. ,_·, ., _· ' · · · .. 
perTence with foreign students u'seful but· · , - · 
not essential. Job is compatible with nolding DO NO-T FORGET SECRET AR~;s P AY TM .:., ''!°don 't '~ome, t~~ first time I'm in bed 
another summer job~ but mu~t be stay,il}g . APR,IL 27th'' , with sbmeon·e." ME: ·. · 
_ in or near Durham. Pay i,s $400'. Apply·A$AP·· ·. Warm, caring, ' advent.ufo.'~\> i:ir~fe~~ional Y.0 Dude- Do~.bie J-H~rrie~li~el I be.th~hkiA' .. 
at Dean of Students Office ,'Huddleston couple woulcj like to adopt a newborn child. you much!¥ for helpin' me ow't studyfn '. m4n·. · 
Ha,'11 or call 8p2-2050 for more information. If Y0\J, or someone-you know fs looking for But yo: if I be doin' better
1
thaii youbA0 the · 
Personal care attendant needed-for ells- a lov.ing tiome for your baoy , _<::all Gregg • test- you be c:ippin' me some dru_nkness! . 
$ I and Judy (603,)46305575 or our lawyer . Catch you latta-on! Jam Mast,er A a bled person for the summer. Pay 6 hr .. · Davis Bamford (60.3) 86~~2414 if you prefer. -
No job experience needed. Oua_lifications: ,Health Journal Meeting- Wednesdc1y,,April 
personal grooming, house cleaning, shop- _ JO;G ... JOG ... JOGATHbN ... FOR BIG · 20th at 8:00pm in the_ Rockir:igham Room: 
ping . Please call Greg at 868-1986 after · BROTHER, BIG SISTER ASSOC. MUB. . ,. 
8 pm MAY 14t~ behind the field house. Call 868-· 
. Optical Scanning Ope'rators needed in high 
tech company. Hours negotiable . End ,of 
May through August. Location- Womu'rn , 
Mass. $8/hr plus bonus. Call '. M_s Andrews · 
at 1 -800-227 -1209 · 
. 3613,formore info 
S/he who has FAITH shal°I never be lost. 
Except may.be in Cambridge at rush hol:Jr 
(?) Let's SHAKE . : .yeah . . 
R; sponsible student for odd jobs at my . It you are a sexually active gay or bisexual 
. , .. 
Danielle H.- Your'e like the wind,around 
me Lifting me up when I am do~n,' It's like 
a breeze blowing ·through my ha°ir Just a 
puff, and then it's gone. -Marita 
DO NOT FORGET s'ECRETARY'S DAY. 
AND JOHN BARRY'S BIRTHDAY ON 
home th.is spring; summer. (yard wo-rk, male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free,. 
house/dog sitting) 5-10 hours/week. 659-. 'anonymous and .non-judgemental ·AIBS · · 
2665 antibody co
ur:iseling and/or testing call 
APRIL 27th. . ' 
GRADUATION AN.NOUNCEMENTS ARE 
A V.AILABLE AT THE LiNH BOOKSTORE!! 
the off!ce of He,alth Educatio-f) and Pro-
sr AFF NEEDED tor International Student motion, Health Services Center, UNH. 862-
0rientation, August 21-29. No pay, but food 3823 
and lodging (if needed) provided. A wand- . ---------------
. 1NH STAFF- Yes, more Or) the sweats. Due 
erfui experience for undergr_aduate. or to the fact lhaf only 17 of 32 people who 
graduate students! Apply ASAP at Dean ' · 
of Students Office, Huddleston Hall or call signed up paid, we did not qualify for the 
862-2050 for more information~ . quaritity discount we expected. °Therefore 
50¢ more is needed from ev·eryone ASAP. 
SUMMER STUDENT COORDINATOR Those who did not pay on time, there are 
needed for International Student, Orien- 5 size X!- shirts available- first come, first 
. tation. Preparatory work mostly in June, · ·served, $1 b. See Marj or Deb M to pay your 
a little in July, and full -time August 21-29. balance.:. 
., It's.time once again foi-the Night of Acapella . ·· 
singi[lg. Corrie see the ATO M~n·s Ensem.-
. ble, The Tufts Almagamates, and The New 
Hampshire Notables! UNH school t:aient 
on parade! Sat. night April 23, 8'.00pm.". ' 
'fhe New Hampshire Gentlemen Alumni 
are back and they 're better than ever! Go 
see them! Sat. April 23 in Murkland 110 
at 8:00pm. Sponsored by the New Hamp-
shire Notables. . 
[f ~~=~~f ~il~~i~~g~ff ~~f ~i~~ -~-~:-E~--~-:-~-,o-{_:_v:-~-y!-~-~-~-,~-,;-r_f_.T_t -.:-P-0:_:_e_1:_:_: ,f 'r~~y ~:, 
in or near Dur.ham. Pay is $400. Apply ASAP the International Fiesta Fri. Apr. 29. 11 am-
at Dean of Students Office, Huddleston 5pm. Contact Cindy 862-4530 By Apr. 22. 
Hall or call 862-2050 for more information. 
STAFF NEEDED for International Student 
Orientation, August 21-29. No,pay, but food 
and lodging (if needed) provided. A wond-
erful experience fo.r und~rgr.,aduate or 
graduate studetns! .Apply ASAP at Dean 
of Students Office, Huddleston Hall or call 
862-2050 for more information. 
Help Wanted Immediately: Program Man-
ager .to run. refrigerator rental program at 
(name of school) practical business ex-
perience with a national company. Please 
·contact, Steve Fischer at 301 /699-9264. 
Cali Collect] 
Using alcohol resp_onsibly means not letting 
the use of alcohol have a negative impact 
on self, others or properW. For'some people 
this may be the decision not-to use alcohol 
at _all. Recognize another's right to decide 
for oneself . For more info call Health 
Services 862-3823 
If you have ·had multiple sexual partners · 
since 1978; you might be at risk for AIDS. 
For free, anonymous and non~judgemental 
· antibody testing and/ or counseling call 
t-he office of ,Health Education and Pro-
motion, Health Services Center. UNH 862-
3823 
FARRENHE!T and SHAKE THE FAITH at 
Decadence this Thursday night! _ 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, prol,es- , 
sional quality. Spelling accuracy incli.,lded. 
SAVE yourself time & money by calli_ng , 
NOW. Dover, 742-2037. · 
ENTREPEti!EURS - St,art your own bus-
iness today! Regardless· of your_ age, 
experience, or'financial status, lnternationar· 
Network Marketing Systems has the proven 
system for your financial success. Call -
(207) 439-7043. Or. send a resume to P.O. 
Box 144, Porsmouth, NH 03801 . 
Warm, caring, adventurous professional 
co~ple would like to adopt a newborn.child. 
If you; or someone you know is looking for 
a loving home for your baby, call G·regg 
and Judy (60~) 463. 5575 or our lawyer 
Davis Bamford (603) 868-2414 if you prefer. 
Quiet female writer, commencing graduate 
study in September, seeks apart-
ment / cottage/room in a peaceful, country 
setting. If you can help, please call collect 
1-207-371-2500 
CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED: Summer 
'Employment. Outstanding girls camp in 
Greater Boston area day camps need Maine needs instructors in. the following 
Waterfront Directors . Late June through activities: tennis, swimming (WSl).waterski, 
To the guy who left a note on my Physics 
quiz. You don't ·even know me! By the way, 
you shouldn't come to class drunk, f don't 
think Dr: Chupp was too impressed. · 
Adoption: Loving Couple, p·hysi-
cian / psychologist, wishes to adopt new-
born. Welcoming warm family. Expenses 
pa,id. Legal, confidential. Call Ellie cQllect August 19. No nights or weekends required. sailing, canoeing , outdoor living skills, 
For more information or an application, horseback riding, costume director, theatre 
call Janet Wadden, 617-482-1078 technical director, nature ar.ts and crafts, 
( _ .• ~~,~" ic'·:C.:-.'.::.=:: ::~_:_;~_-9_,=;·:,J_~.-~_;1_i _:~,:_1: __ _ ii,ii_.·:;:_i:_ii_J_: _._:<·.: ,;_,_: ,~ -•-1 ,~- --::I: · [~!f ig:~I~:;f  ,if i~if J{i;~i :g,~~~~i~]I!~;J;~liii~l§ _ ._ _J informatjon o_r 1;m appli ~ation, call~Ja:net · represenfat i'ye at the Surri'rher Job Fair, 
Motorcycle- l981.-KZ- 5Ei0 with i new 6 .. Wapden, 61 7--4.&2-1 078 · ... , , March·?, Mern;orial Union from 10:00 AM 
PZ engine. Erig1ne is just broken in. Runs · t 2 o· o PM c·· 11 '·3,01 653 .. 30.82 f · 
Conscientious, well-organized· and c us-, · ' o· .-: · · a - ·• or an 
, yreat. $800 or b.o. 431-8527 l'c t'on nd' f rthe nfo ·· tamer oriented person is soug_ht to join our , app I a 1 , a u r 1 · · , 
Ford wagon. runs perfectly. Nothing_ fancy, high volume photocopy shop. This is a full-
but solid: dependable and cheap. Now ·· time posit·ion that offers challenging· re-
rebuilt engine and brakes. _$850/B.0. ,659- sponsibiltties and growth ·opporturrities. 
2659 · , If you enjoy helping people, we can help · 
Early ?O's classic Cadi. This is your dream you by offering a competitive wag e, 
come true, $300, power everything! 8 cyl, bonuses, paid vacations; and a place on 
5 good tires. 2-4563. Mark, Stoke 265 our winning team. Please apply in person 
1984 Nissan 200 SX hatchback white / blue at: Kinko's Copies, 51 Main Street, Durham 
cloth. Auto loade0- all power, 40,000 miles. (an equal opportunity employer) 
Real sharp. Call Chug Perry at 778-0563 
1979 Datsun 510 Wagon : am / fm , hitch , 
new exhaust s~tem, new inspection, very 
clean, reliable, excellent buy, $895. 868-
7177 
FIAT 128 wagon, 197 4, Runs great, no rust · 
(frnm A2) Only 78K miles, great mileage, · 
dependable, must see to appreciate. Must 
sell $450 or b.o. Call 207-439-6464 after 
5 
1980 Suzuki G5 550E 550_0 miles, new 
back rest, 2 new Dunlop sport equipe tires, 
good condition, $750. Call Gary at 659-
7073. 
1986 Buick Skyhawk. Fwd Sports Hatch-
back. Loaded . Exce llent Condition . 5 yr. . 
w a r r a n t y . ·ca 11 6 6 4 - 2:-0 3 6 eve n -
ings / weekends. 
SUZUKI GS 550L-- AN INCREDIBLE 
BIKE--$800 or BO. C_ALL SCOTT AT 
862-4486 
KINKO'S -the nationally renowned leader 
in the academic copy .field is now offering 
a sales· posi,tion to owtgoing ,. energetic 
achievers. Territory is limited to UNH and 
does not require a car or ~xtensive travel. 
Knowledge of q1mpus a must. If you enjoy 
helping people, we can offer you a chal-
lenging position with an attractive com-
mission scale. We are GREAT COPIES, 
GREAT PEOPLE. For irn,mediate consid-
eration, please send your resume to: 
Kinko's Copies, 51 Main Street, Durham, , 
NH 03824 (an equal opportunity employer) 
Child Care- Professional couple seeks care 
for their 4 month old baby on occasional 
weekend nights . Care must be provided 
in the home, located in Exeter. Please call 
· 772-8841 . 
Office Workers Needeci: Four college Work 
Study positions available at the Social 
Security Office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays 
$6.00 per hour. Summer positions also 
available. Call 433-0716 .. 
Summer ·Employment available at Camp 
Sargent in Merrimack, NH. Senior Coun~ 
selors and swim in'structors needed. 6/27-
9/2. For more information call Beth Car-
michael at (603) 882-2011. · 
FOUND: Gold, heart0 shaped locket, found 
in B-lot. CQntact Lisa in 225. 862-42_06 
Found in Pettee Brook Parking Lot- small 
pregnant calico kitty approx. 1 yr. old. She's 
mostly white with spots of color and has 
very delicate features. Please call Linda 
at 862-1020 it she's yours or if you're 
interested in having her, or possibly a 
kitten '? 
..____,_ _____ P_e_rs,-o_na_,s _ _,JI [il 
A TO Brothers! Go see your brothers in the 
Ring-In-The-Spring. Sat. April 23 8:00pm 
in Murkland 110. But get your ti'ckets early-
it's gonna be a sello~t show!! . 
Newly elected Senators Benoit and East-
man would like to thank their constituents 
for their support. G0d Bless America. 
. 212-724-7942, 
Laur1 y. - ' Wh-at about me? Patty M is Co~iraceptive Services- confidenti~I. high 
waiching , playing ginip ginop and wond- qu~Jity care by trained and sensitive staff. 
enng what happened to all of the ice cubes Sliding fees for exams and s.14p'plies. 
1n ~ ndi ve~1 ~ BJtty Crocker. ~ s7,,• · Appointments available within 1,~ ,weeks. i·' 
L · G t h d th· , -111 y , d · : . , The Clin ic . Dover 7 49-23t6, ,Rochester ou1se- e psyc e , 1s 1s 1 .. ou ve one, .. ., 332042491 . ., ,·,. 
a great job and you're .the best little sis! --.· :,........,,...._ ,.... __ -. ----------
Love, Elizabeth. TYPING/;WQR,0 PROCESSING, profes-
,Are there any nice guys out there? If you 
'think you are and you want to go to my 
pledge dance next Friday night, Call 868-
61-34. Ask for Molly. , '· 
I MPOR) ANT - anyone interestei:J in having 
· .PHYSICS 401-402 reinstated this SUMMER 
, contact 'Fina .at 742-,H63_or le,av(,3 yo'ur · 
name at Room 14 in the 'library IMME-
DIATELY,: 
. . ' 
Karen (Dark hair) with taller roommate 
Karen (Blonde). I ha:ven't seen you in the 
periodical room for a long time, stop.in some 
Mon. or Wed. nighr, I think you're really 
cute. From Y.D. , . 
i°f anyone knows anything about ~the 
lntercepfor 500 stolen from T-Hall, please 
cal l 868-3706. It was uninsured and my 
· only transportation. , ' 
sionl ·quafity. Spelling accuracy included. 
SAVE yourself time & money by calling .,,. 
NOW. Dov~r. 742-2037 
-Yowr Planetary Path~ It's yours and yours 
alone. ' Astrology readings. Mary Jane 
Moviton 436-4084. 
TIRED OF BEING SOFT? Do something 
about' it. Nautilus of Porf sm·outh , 212 
lslingtqn St. offers special UNH student 
ra_tes. ,$63 _for ·3 nwnths $49 for 2 ·months 
and $35 for 1 month. 
RESUMES PREPARED - TYPESET AT 
MUB COOS ROOM. SUBMIT ORDERS 
12:00-2:00 April 26 ,2.7. Pick-up resume 
April 28,29 12_:00-2:00. ' . 
SONGWRITERS-- Five-week Lyric Work-
shop with professional ly ricist. Berklee 
faculty Evenings Pat Pattison 926-5006 
WORK OUTDOORS 
THIS SUMMER 
HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE LEARN , 
ABOUT THEIR ENVIRONMENT 
AT PINE ISLAND DAY CAMP 
2849 BROWN AVE. 
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. June 2-.Aug 14 
WOME·N ONLY 
7 
. $400 for summer 
$100 security deposLt 
Call KATHY 868-7 420 




Now Leasing! for FALL 88 
(All UTl~ITIES INCLUDED) -
Single and double occupancy rooms. 
Electric heat with individual thermostats. 
Wall to wall carpeting. 
- All rooms completely furnished. 
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room. 
Telephone and television jacks . 
. Cable TV available. · 
Parking available. Laundromat. 
Lounge area. Year round patio. 
The Strafford House is located within the hearh:,>f- Durham, N.H. with 
all the facilities of the University of ~ew Hampshire within walking 
d_istance. 
Rental Office at 
The Strafford House 
. 868-2192 
14 Strafford ,A.\..,·.•. 
• ~,_,'l" 
Durham, N.H . __ 





Marketing - Advertising - Sales Promotion-- Public Relations 
$10.2,5 To Start 
· • -Pay increase with experience 
. • Management / advancement opportunities with national firm 
. • · Internships and scholarships avail9ble 
' Resume experience 
• -Approximately 1,000 positions available in New England 
--.: • · Interview now, begin after exams 
f 
Contact nearest office to your hometown for interview and orientation appointment. 
Portsmouth, NH (603) 964-8997 
.Nashua, NH (603) 891-1545 
Greater Rhode Island 
(401) 946-0150 
Boston Suburbs (617) 449-4362 · 
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SINEAD O'CONNOR ENSIGN BFV 4 l 6 l 2~CHRYSALIS THE LION AND THE COB
RA , 
LOVE & ROCKETS BIG TIME 6058-1-B/ RCA (8. 98) EARTH - SUN - MO
ON 
DEF LEPPARD MERCURY 830675 \/POLYGRAM HY
STERIA 
PINK FLOYD CCX.UM81A DC 40599 • A MOMENTARY LAPSE Of REASON
 
SOUNDTRACK RCA 6408-1-R (9.98) DIRTY DA
NCING 
STING · A&M SP 6402 ( l 0. 98) ... NOTHfNG
 LIKE THE SUN 
JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP THE LONESOME JUBILEE 
MERCURY 832 465-1/POlYGRAM . -
U2 ISLAND 90581 /'ATLANTIC (9. 98) THE JO
SHUA TREE 
INXS ATLANTIC 8 l 796 (9.98) 
KICK 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN COLUMBIA OC 40999 TUNNEL OF LOVE 
DAVID LEE ROTH WARNER BROS. 2567 l (9 98) 
SKYSCRAPER 
MICHAEL JACKSON EPIC 40600/EPA 
BAD 
GEORGE MICHAEL COLUMBIA OC 40867 
FAITH 
; 
FLEETWOOD MAC WARNER BROS. 254 ~ 1 (9. 98) TANGO IN THE NIG
HT 
R.E.M. I.R.S. 42059/MCA (8.98) 
·' DOCUMENT 
FOREIGNER ATLANTIC81808 (9.98) I INSIDE INFORMATION 
EUROPE 
I .· 




ARISTA Al 8-8427,(8.98; . 
USA USA & CUlT J'.M COLUMBIA FC 40477 SPANISH FLY
 
AEROSMrrH GEFFEN GHS 24162 (8.9~) PERMANENT VA
CATION 
ANITA BAKER ELEKTRA 6044,4 (8.98) I RAPTU
RE -
GREAT WHITE CAPITOL ST 12565 (8.98) ! ONCE BITTEN 
SOUNDTRACK A&M SP 3913 (9.98) GOOD'MORNING, VIETN
AM 
-
SOUNDTRACK DEF JAM'SC 44·042 COLUMBI_A (CD) LESS THAN ZE
RO 
ELTON JOHN LIVE IN AUSTRALIA WITH THE MELBOURNE SYMPHONY ORCH. 
MCA 2-8022 00.98) 
THE CARS ELEKTRA 60747 (9.98) DOORTOOOOR
 
BfllNDA CARLISLE ,vlCA 42080 (8.98) HEAVEN ON EARTH
 
RICHARD MARX [Ml-MANHATTAN ST 53049 (8.98) RICHARD MARX 
--
BONJOVI MERCURY 83,0264-1 /POL \"GRAM SLIPPERY WHEN W
ET 
EXPOSE ARISTA Al 8441 (8.98) EXPOSURE
 
THE JETS MCA 42085 (8 98) MAGIC 
DOKKEN . ELEKTRA 60735 (9 98) 
BACK FOR THE ATTACK 
METALLICA ELEKTRA 60766 (8 98) 
KILL 'EM ALL 
MEGADETH CAPITOL CL-48148 (9 98) SO FAR, SO GOOD
. .. SOWHAT! 
BODEANS SLASH 25629/REPRISE (8.98) OUTSiOE LOOKING
 IN 
.:.; ., 
PET SHOP BOYS EM~NHATTAN 46972 (8.98) ACTUALLY 
BILLY IDOL CHRYSALIS fJv 41620 VITAL IDOL
 
BUSTER POINDEXTER RCA 6633-1-R (8 98) BUSTER
 POINDEXTER 
RICK ASTLEY RCA 6822-1-R (8.98) WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY 
DAVID BOWIE EM~NHATTAN rJl 7267 (9.98) NEVER LET ME DOWN 
SPYRO GYRA MCA 42046 (8.98) STORIES WITHOUT WORDS 
ORIGINAL LONDON CAST POLYDOR 831 2731 . POLYGRAM PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 
CHER GHFEN 24164 (8 98) CHER 
PRINCE PI\ISLEY PARK 255 77 /WARNER BROS. (15. 98) SIGN 'O' THE TIMES
 
THE COMMUNARDS MCA 42 106 (8 98) RED 
LL COOL J DEF JAM FC 40793, COLUMBIA BIGGER AND DEF
FER 
38 SPECIAL.t&M 3910(9.98> BEST OF 38 SPECIAL-•FLASH
BACK• 
LA. GUNS VERTIGO 834 144-1 .'POL YGRAM LA. GUNS 
GUNS & ROSES GEFFEN GHS 24-148 (8 98) APPETITE FOR DESTRU
CTION 
ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN 
SIRE 25597 /WARNER BROS. (8. 98) 
RICK SPRINGFIELD RCA 6620- l R (8 98) 
ROCK OF LIFE 
TIFFANY MCA 57'l3 (8 'l8) 
.) TIFFANY 
DEBBIE GIBSON ATLANTIC 81 780 (8 98) OUT Of THE BLUE 
1• 
,. 
SISTERS OF MERCY ELEKTRA 60762 (8.98) FLOODLANDS 
\ THE SCREAMING BLUE MESSIAHS·ELEKTRA 60755 (8.98) BIK,INI RED 
10,000 MANIACS ELEKTRA 60738 (8.98) IN MY TRIBE 
THE ALARM I.R.S. 4206 I /MCA (8 98) EYE OF THE HURRICANE 
ICEHOUSE CHRYSALIS ov 41 592 ,,. MAN OF COLOURS 
PAUL CARRACK CHRYSALIS BFV 41578 · ONE GOOD REASON 
FLESH FOR LULU CAPITOL CL T 482 l 7 (8 98) LONG LIVE THE NEW F_LESH 
SQUEEZE A&M SP 5161 (8.98) BABYLON AND ON 
DEPECHE MODE SIRE 25614/WARNER BROS. (8 .98) MUSIC FOR THE MASSES 
-BRYAN FERRY REPRISE ~5598 (8.98) BETENOIRE 
THE RADIATORS EPIC BFE. 40888/EPA LAW OF THE FISH 
TH£ CULT BEGGAR'S 8ANQU£T /SIRE 25555/WARNER ~ (8, 98) ELECTRIC 
EURYTHMICS RCA 6794-1-R (9.98) SAVAGE 
NEW ORDER QWE,ST 25621 /WARNER BROS. ( 12.98) SUBSTANCE 
- JERRY HARRISON & <
:_ASUAL GODS SIRE 25663/WARNER BROS. (8.98) CASUAL GODS 
THE SMITHS SIRE 25649/WARNER BROS. (8. 98) STRANGEWAYS, HERE WE COME 
GENE LOVES JEZEBEL GEFFEN GHS 241 71 (8. 98) THE HOUSE OF DOLLS 
THE CURE ELEKTRA 60737 (13.98) KISS ME, KISS ME, KISS ME 
PUBLIC IMAGE LTD VIRGI~ 90642 (8.98) HAPPY? 
CURIOSITY KILLED THE CAT MERC;URY 832 025 1/POLYGRAM KEEP YOUR QISTANCE 
GEORGE HARRISON DARK HORSE 25643. WARNER BRO$ (9 98) CLOUD NINE 
STEVE WINWOOD ISLAND 25448/WARNER BROS. (8.98) BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE 
PAUL SIMON WARNER BROS. 25!M 7 (9. 9!1) GRACELAND 
PETER GABRIEL GEFFEN GHS 24088 (8.98) so 
THE DOORS ELEKTRA 60345 (12.98) 
-
BEST OF THE DOORS 
THE SILENCERS RCA 6442-1-R (8 98) A LETTER FROM ST. PAUL 
JANET JACKSON A&M SP-3905 (9.98) CONTROL 
TERENCE TRENT D' ARBY INTRODUCING HAROLINE ACCORDING TO TEREfiCE TRENT D'ARBY 
"COLUMBIA BFC 40964 
MADONNA SIRE 25535/WARNER BROS. (9. 98) YOU CAN DANCE 
SAL T-N-PEPA NEH PLATEAU Pl I 007 (8 98) t-,iOT, COOL ANO VICIOUS 
JODY WATLEY . MCA 5898 (8.98) JODY WATLEY 
WARREN ZEVON VIRGIN 90603/ATLANTIC (8.98) SENTIMENTAL HYGIENE 
THE JESUS AND MARY CHAIN WA~NER BROS. 25656 (8.98) 
. 
DARKLANOS 
---· · ,_ 
We Are -Not A Club ! ~ 
WE ONLY SELL CASSETTE~ ACCEPT 
PERSONAL CHECK~ O_R MONEY ORDERS \ 
POSTAGE & HANDLING: ALL ORDERS MUST INCLUDE 
THREE DOLLARS & FIFTY CENTS (3.50]: NO MATTER HOW 
LARGE OR SMALL THE ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED 
FIR.ST CLASS MAIL I TAPES ARE 1-00% GUARANTEED 
NAME ________________ _ 
ADDRESS _______________ _ 
























MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: $3.99 X _I---' = 
Students Publishing CATALOGUE (1.00) _, 
P .0. BOX 4649 
FORT LAUDERDALE, POSTAGE & $3. 50 I 
FLORIDA 33338 HAN D LI NG 
Y I Pl · 
TOT AL I · _ I . , -
~ -. D , es eHe send me you 1987 catalog with over 7000 tltl11. I have •nclosed SUJO extra for postage
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UNH 
· PREREGISTRATION INFORMATION 
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TRAINING 
FALL 1988 
PHED 685 EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE: PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICES. 
(Formerly PHED 684 Emergency Medical Technician 
Training, 3 credit, Cr/F.). 
- Basic en:iergency health care including cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
(CPR); trauma, medical and environmental emergencies and childbirth. 
I!"}cludes clinical experience with a local hospital and ambulance service. . 
Prepares the student for the National Registry of EMT s Examination. . · 
4 Credit. Cr/F. Permission . . 
Course Reference Number: 4373 
Monday: 2:00-5:09? NH Hall Rm 11 
Tuesday & Thursday 3:30-5:00P_ NH Hall Rm 104 
THIS COURSE IS NOT LISTED IN THE TIME AND ROOM 
SCHEDULE FOR FALL SEMESTER, 1988. 
To obtain permission to register oi if you have any questions 
please call Phys.ical Education, New Hampshire Hall 
at '862- 2070. · 
WHERE ARE YOU NOW? 
By now you k~ow there is 
a goal you should be pursuing; 
· a dream you should be launching; 
a plan you should be exe~uting; 
'a project you ·should be starting; 
a possibility you should be exploring; 
an.opportunity you should be grabbing; 
an idea you should be working; . 
a problem you should be tackling; 
a decision you should be making. 
-WHERE WILL YOU BE IN FIV-E YEARS? 
HOW IMPORT ANT IS YOUR FUTURE? 
NETWORK. MARKETING SEMINAR 
Discover the opportunity of a lifetime! 
8_PM, MONDAY, APRIL 25, McConnell RM 208 
Sponsored by: 
CORNERSTONE ACHIEVEMENTS, 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
·:THEATER&D\~E 
MOTHER COURAGE 
. AND HER CHILDREN 
"A CHRONICLE OF THE THIRTY YEARS WAR" 
Evening Performances: 
April 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30 
at 8:00 P .M. 
Morning Performance: 
. April 27 at.10:30 A.M. 
Johnson Theater 
. Paul Creative Arts Center 
Durham 
General: $6.00 
UNH students/ employees, 
alumni and seniors: $5.00 
· New England Center Restaurant 
Dinner Theater Package 
Reservations: 862-2290 
by Bertolt Brecht 
directed by Tony Kushner 




I with I 
. . ~ ~ta:tttttt ·~a:ddl! 
· R ~llllff Da~kl! . 
SIIGmDfflm:tJp 
fl ~l'Urta: ~ 
~oo~[}u(Jf§J ©J ~al!lwl_l!Jl!lr§J 1Mh1aa 
133 Islington Street 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
~ ~tatttttt ~addl! 
I of Belgium's Subrosa Records I 
· .. · . . .1 8 and over welcome with I ~D. 8 P R I L 2 2 
prefonnance begins at 9 pm 
· . B.Y.O.B. forthose 21 and over only 
8 P R. 1· L 2 2 For more ~~~l~t!it°n contact .. 603-862-2541 . $3 a 603-862-2222 
Sponsored in coo eration with T erramagra Gallery, Le Club Boutique, Soundsmith Audio, 
Rockbottom Records, State Street Discount Stereo, Cinematheque Video Rental, 
Fishtracks Recording Studio, Ear Craft sound Systems, A&.M Wallpaperand Paint 
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l\'IEN'S LAX (continued from page 36) 
to make a pass to his own goalie . . penalties t4e whole game. The · for h.is play betw,ee·n the pipes. 
on a clear, shot the ball di11ectly · defonse played well once again, The 'Cats seeme'd. to fall back 
· into his own net and Botnick, . allowing only one man-up goal into· t~eir unproductive settled 
being the Wildcat cl9sest to the 'in nine chances. Both goalies offense in the second half and 
baU,: ~as awarded. the goal. The also playedweU as the 'Cats .. Sf. John's took advant.age by 
' ~Ca·ts ended the scoring in the · notched their second win of the · ou_thustling UNH. , 
third ,quarter with a rarity, a season, 9-4 (the most goals the . New Hampshire attackmen 
power play goal. 'Cars have scored in one game ·and midfielders constantly 
_. BC goalie Connors had made - this year). found themselves doubled and 
a nice save but then make the On Saturday the 'Cats fra- t_riple~teamed by the aggressive 
mistake of giving a "buddy pass" velled to ~orig Island, NY, to Redmen defenders. 
to a clearing BC midfielder. ·play the Redmen from St.John's "We couldn't seem to find the 
Junior Frank Fiore decided to University. St. John's had - open man," s'aid: junior Frank 
fotroduce himself to the Eagle, dropped two consecutive games Fiore. 
as he floored his opponent and to teams from New England "They gave us· many chances, 
then retrieved the ground ball. (Haryard-a.pcl UMass) and were · but ou.r man-up went 0-9. We 
Fiore got the ball to the offense, hungry fo.r; a win. have to start putting the ba-11 
which worked it around and The Redmen, who are known 'into the net. We're holding 
almost lost control but Bruce for their aggressiveness, beat some go,od teams to just seven 
Medd wisely fFp:pecl a gro·und . on· rhe'.Cats throughout· the or eight goals, but we're only 
ball to an ·open-Brian Quirk who game, collecting most of the , averaging th·ree. -We're not 
tickled the twine for his.:seventh -grn-µnd .h,alls and outhustling going to beat many teams on 
goal of the ~eas~n. UNH took · UN}i:. The 'Gats ·played-even our schedule 3-2.'.'. 
a 8-3 lead into the fourth- wi~h St:John's ,e4dy as the score The Redm~n dominated the 
quarter. - was, tied 0-0 at 'the end of o:ne second half both physically and 
, BC outscored- UNH in the. quartet-·and·'only 3-1 at: the half on the scor·eboard. UNH 
fourth quarter (2-1) which was > (the Redmed leading). · . dropped their seventh game 7-
marred by pena~ties. NH was . Freshman ·middie Geoff He- 3. UNH playsYale at home this 
whistled for four penalties _in pert got the first goal for UNH Saturday. The Eli§ are currently 
the fourth quarter alone, com- ~on: a nke shot from outside. · ranked sixth in the nation and . 
pared to BC w~ich had just ~hfe~ : ·Cra:ig ~en~§ was l gain, praised first ih New England. 
Stay tuned to Fridays:Ne_w Hampshirefor-ac.coitrplete crew round-up. (D~bbie Hopkins Photo) 
Good fan s owings should help the Wildcats this weekend. 
(Ronit Larone Photo) · -
,. SPORT· SHORTS 
,' 
The men's hock_ey team has announced tha.t six student-_ 
athletes .have signed letters of int:e,nt to pla-y hockey for the 
universtity. The group consists of five fowards and a defenseman _ 
who will all be counted on to improve the 'Cats 7-20-3 record · 
1 
past se~son. . ., · 
They are: Dominic Amodeo a 5,:-11, 175-pound foward from 
Mississiauga, Ontario, Joe ;Flanagan a 5-10, 175 foward from 
Burlington, Mass., Ad·am Hayes is a 5-10, 170-pound foward '' 
from Quincy, Mass., and Mark McGinn a 5-10, 160 pound,foward 
from Oceanside, NY. · · 
Joining these four will be the brother_s duo of Steve and 
Scott Morrow. Scott is a 6-1, 175 pound foward, while ~teve 
is a 6-2, 205 pound defensemari. The Morrows are from Plain 
Oak, Texas. · 
In weekend action ba,ck at UNH the men's and' women's 
track teams were in competition. . · 
The men's action was highlighted by junior Darrel Covel 
who won theA00M with a time· of 49.7, and finished fourth 
in the 200M da,sh, just orie full second off of first place. Joe 
Almasian took second in the high jump, with a leap of 6' 4". · 
Garrett Velasqu·es was the winner of the long jump with : 
a measurement of 22' 3 1/4". Eugene Wright was the winner 
in the pole vault, clearing 12' even. . \ · 
·, The women were highlighted by Karen Wenmark who was 
first in the hammer toss (145'5"), second in the discus (118'4") 
'and fourth in the shotput (34'8"). 
Carol Weston was oustanding this weekend winning the 
discus (132'10"), winning the shotp~t (37 '5"Yand coming 
in fourth in the javelin (139'2"). -
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, 'Cats heat BC, 
, lose to St. John's 
By Ward D. Fraser Mungovan took the ball to the 
The men's lacrosse team cage and then fed MacDonald 
played two away games last in front who pumped it home. 
week, winning the first and The goal was one of the only 
losing the second. The 'Cats transition goals UNH has 
faced the Eagles from Boston scqred all year. Mark Botnitk, 
College on Wednesday, and BruceMedd,andJackMungovan 
although the weather was cold rounded out the scoring for the 
and rainy, the 'Cats heated 'Cats -in the first half. 
things early at Chestnut Hill. The second half was highligh-
UNH employed sorne tactics · red by -penalties and physical 
they had been missing in earlier play. The 'Cats _scored quickly 
garhes; transition (fast break) in the third as freshman Mark -
scoring, an effective mah-up Botnick collect,ed,a pass from 
unit, and hitting. Kevin Growney and beat new 
Althqugh BC scored first, BC goalie Chris Connors. Coach· 
New Hampshire quickly knot- Garber also. elected to replace 
red the score as Brian Quirk his starting 'goalie Craig Benes . 
gained control of a ground ball (seven save_s) with freshman ; _· 
in front of the Eagles' net and Stowe Milhous in the second 
fired a shot past BC goalie Mike half. Milhous also played well,' 
Holland. The score stayed at 1- collecting six saves in the half. 
· 1 until the second quarter. · BC had the _next two goals as 
The 'Cats then opened the the Eagles drew within three 
game up scoring four unans- at 6-:3. Bornick netted his third 
wered goals to take a 5-1 lead · goal of the game at 6:37 of the 
into halftime. The first goal in . third quarter off a rather unique 
the second was scored by defen- · play. 
seman Bruce MacDonald. Brian A BC defenseman attempti£Ig 
Quirk took a pass from goalie 
/ 
~ Craig Benes and then hit Jack 
1\1_ongovan with another pass. M~LAXpg.35 #11 Jack Sebastian will lead-~t_!Je Wildcats vs. Yale this Saturday ~t home. (Ronit Larone Photo) 
Wolllen's team slumping 
but~rnuld µor capitalize on them. said. "She got her hands on ' 
~y John.Kelley The offense simply is not plac- everything she could."· . 
The women's lacrosse tea:m ing their shots well. They ,are Maryland was just too much 
continued .their mid-season missing the corners, thus mak- for UNH. The 'Cats had trouble 
slump in Maryland. last wee- · ing the opposing goaltenders handling the ball which gave 
kend. On Satµrday; they lo&t -6- look fantastic. the 1986 National Champions 
5 to Northwestern in a game ·~The offense played much too many scoring opportunities. 
they should have won. The next better," Katey Stone said. "They , "We played defense the whole 
day they w~re trounced by produced the opportunities but game," Stone said. "Everytime 
Maryland (1986 national cham- couldn't put the finishing we got the ball we would lose 
. pions). · touches on. They just did_ not possession." 
The 'Cats record has now put the ball in the net." Stone is very concerned about 
sl.ipped to 3-3-1, but they are "The shots juSr were not The Slump, but she also realizes 
/J-3-1 in their last four games. going in for us this weekend," that UNH has the ability to 
1 Both the offense and defense Liz Brickley said. / break out of it. 
have been affected by thesh;imp. N orthwesrern was able to "UNH is a ·very good ream 
The defense has .allowed 24 out attain a 5-3 halftime lead due when they play well," Stone said . . 
oftfie32goalsoverthepastfour totheirfinetransitiongame. "It (the slump) is _definitely 
games wnile the offense has But the 'Cats rebounded in inexperience. This is a different 
only scored twelve times. the second half by playing a level. A person's athletic ability 
But, one must remember that . much tighter defense but the only carries someone so far. 
it is not too late for the 'Cats non-opportunis,tic offense was That is not _ the only reason. 
to recover. The 'Cats need to -unable to produce any goals. There are a lot of mental factors 
win their f!nal three New Eng- "We had our chances," Stone also." 
land games (Brown, Harvard, said. "We ~hould have won the 
Vermont) to assure a bid to the game." · The 'Cats essentially have a 
ECAC tournament The winner I On Sunday, the 'Cat~ were just .. week to regroup. They play an -
of the ECAC Championship blown out by the Terrapins of _exhibitio~-game against South-
usually receives a_ bid to the Maryland. The final score is not ern Austrailia on Wednesday 
NCAA tournament. indicative of the shallacking at Memorial Field (3:30 p.m.). 
The 'Cats are quite disap- because despite the eight goal They resume their regular sche-
pointed that they did not defeat margin goaltender Cathy Nar- dule this weekend against two 
. Nortwestern. Once again the siff played a good game. ' . national powers Penn State and 
offense created opportun_ities "Narsiff playe_d well," Ston~ - Temple. 
------------------UN H vs. -
Southern 
Australia 
Wed. 3:00 , 
Women's lacrosse team needs to bounce back. (Ronit Larone 
\ Photo) ... , 
1 
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·Speaking 
·By Chuck McCue 
Co -SportJ Editor 
or1 
SpOrtS 
When· I picked up the_ paper yesterday morning and went 
to the sports page, first, as usual, I knew what I wanted ro. 
read. 
I went past the Red Sox article. I only glanced at the Brui~s 
picture of Andy Moog. 
I wanted to read the story about these two~ people; 
The first is Jamie Hutton, a 17-year old leukemia patient 
from Madison, Wisconsin. 
_ The second is Greg Norman, a professional golfer from 
Australia. · 
What's the connection? 
The co'nnection is th~t Norman is Jamie's idol and his wish 
was to be with Norman at a professional tournament before 
he was hospitalized foi- treatment, yesterday, Monday. 
· This whole thing was made possible by an organization 
known as Thursday's Child. They are a charitable organization 
whose purpose is to attempt to set these dreams up for seriously 
ill children. 
Jamie was a perfect candidate. 
This past weekend Greg Norman competed in the Heritage 
Classic at Hilton Head Island; S.C. Norman who ,has been 
winless on the tour sirice 1986, won the tournament. ' · 
Jamie was there when he teed-off in the morning, walked 
every step of the way with him, and while everyope sat and 
waited to see if David Frost could catch Norman at 13 under ·_ 
par, Jamie was right there beside him . 
Afterward Norman said, "He showed me inspiration and ' 
courage." (Associated Press) · 
When Norman was presented with the tophy he turnea 
and gave it to Jamie. · _ 
1 "I'd like you to have it and put in your hospital room. This 
is your trophy."(AP) Norma_n then char,tered a flight back 
to Wisconsin for Jamie. 
If this whole thing seems too good to be true, it isn't. It 
is the story of two individuals who, by the fate of a terminal 
disease, gave each other something special. 
All the other stories together, the Bruins game, the big 
Sox win could not equal what the Norman/Hutton story means 
to sports. It is refreshing to -not see dollar signs as the body" 
of a story or the recurring chemical dependence of some stiff. 
It is more than worthwhile and I probably should not have 
had to have sealiched so hard to find it because it is the definition 
· of class and for all intent purposes should have made the front 
p~ge. 
~ This _is,my opinion 
